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SCHOLARSHIP WINNER-Recipients of scholarships to attend a workshop in the use of newspaper in the
classroom are shown during registration for the workshop today. Kneeling (from left) is Carolyn Colson of Murray
Independent School System, Sue Johnson of Graves County, Teresa Cope of Graves County and John Taylor the in-
structor. Standing (from left) is Mark Etherton, Murray, Nancy Burkeen, Mayfield Independent System, Nancy Sholar,
Mayfield, Linda Feltner, Calloway County School System and Patricia Lassiter, Calloway County School System. The
Murray Ledger tig Times and The Mayfield Messenger sponsor the scholarships for tuition and material fees for the
workshop which will last through June 28. The workshop marks the second year of the Newspaper in the
Classroom Workshop which also lists the Memphis Commercial Appeal as a co-sponsor. Staff Photo By Lowell Atchley
Mrs. Billie R. Downing has been
named head of the Bureau of Education
for Exceptional Children. Downing has
been serving as acting head of .the
bureau since January when Dr. Stella
A. Edwards, bureau head, died.
The appointment was made by Dr.
James Graham, superintendent of
public instruction, and approved by
Gov. Julian Carroll.
The bureau's major responsibility is
to provide leadership in the initiation
and implementation of quality
programs for exceptional children,"
Downing said. "I see this as a very ex-
citing and challenging position."
Lightning struck at least three points
In Murray and outlying areas, a part of
the thunder storm that swept through
the city Sunday afternoon.
According to Murray Fire Depart-
ment, lightning struck the home of C. G.
Warner, 903 nayshire, Murray, about
2:06 p.m. Sunday.
A fire department spokesman said
lightning struck the chimney and
caused some damage on the interior of
the house. No fire was reported.
Lightning also struck a light pole
about the same time at South 16th,
shattering it.
According to a spokesman for
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The Senate is
expected to take a record-tying sixth
anti-filibuster vote this week as it
continues struggling with controversial
labor law revisions.
Meanwhile, the investigations into
South Korean attempts at influence-
peddling are likely to produce new
developments in both houses of
Congress
And the House plans to spend its week
spending billions of dollars.
Senate Majority Leader Robert C.













Most of her career has been devoted
to working in the field of education for
exceptional children as a classroom
teacher, consultant and teacher
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad,
lightning apparently struck the home of
Roy Cothran at 201 Edinborough Road
near Murray about 1:53 p.m. Sunday,
resulting in minor damage.
Fire-rescue squad volunteers also
fought a house fire early today that
completely destroyed a dwelling about
six miles from Murray on KY 121 South.
A fire-rescue squad spokesman today
was unable to identify who lived in the
house, which was completely
destroyed. He said the family ap-
parently living there is on vacation.
Firefighters received that call at about
2 a.m. today.
Fire-rescue squad volunteers also
choking off the filibuster on labor law
revisions on Tuesday or Wednesday
Fire previous attempts by those
wanting to end debate have fallen two
votes short of the 60 needed.
The most anti-filibuster votes ever
taken on one issue came in 1975, when
the Senate failed six times to break a
deadlock over a contested New Hamp-
shire senatorial election.
Byrd has not said how long he intends
to keep the Senate at work on the Carter
administration-backed measure if the
filibuster isn't broken on the next try.
Paducah native Jimmy Brown fired a two under par 142
to take a one stroke victory in the 15th Annual Oaks
Invitational at Oaks Country Club Sunday. For a recap of
the tourney and complete results see today's *ports
section Pages 5-7.
more sunshine
Becoming mostly sunny and
very warm but not quite as humid
today. Highs in the mid 80s to
,around 90. Mostly fair and Bald
tonight with lows in the upper 60s
to low 70s Mostly sunny and hot
Tuesday with a chance of
thunderstorms late in the day.






Let's Stay Well 
local Scene 
Opi age 
educator. She received a B A in elemen-
tary education from the University of
Louiville and then earned a M A in
special education from George
Peabody College for Teachers.
She has been program director of
Outwood State Hospital and School in
Dawson Springs. She has assisted
western Kentucky school district in
planning and implementing programs
for exceptional children. She also has
served on many advisory groups, in-
cluding the State Advisory Council on
Special Education, the Kentucky Task
Force on Excepti6nal Children and the
Steering Committee for the White
House Conference on the Handicapped.
extinguished a blaze near Temple Hill
Church about 11:35 a.m. Sunday.
Murray firefighters extinguished a
field fire on Saturday located on a
vacant lot at the 1200 block of South 12th
in Murray about 7:15 p.m.
Alarm Chases Pair Away Sunday
Quick-Thinking foils
Aurora Robbery Attempt
AURORA—Quick thinking by an
employee of the Brass Lantern
Restaurant here left two masked
gunmen empty handed late Sunday
night, according to Kentucky State
Police.
According to Kentucky State Police
trooper Ricky Doom of Marshall
County, a robbery attempt at about 9:30
p.m. Sunday was aborted when an
employee of the restaurant, located in
this southeast Marshall County com-
munity, pulled a special alarm while a
robbery was in progress.
State police continue looking today
for two, possibly three white male in a
white, late model auto.
According to Doom, two men entered
the Brass Lantern during the closing
hour at the restaurant, flourished a
pistol and demanded the hostess on
duty, Tanya Barnett, open the cash.
register.
But the hostess told the men that
Carol and Dick Thomas, the owners,
were the only persons who could open
it, Doom said.
Doom said the two men ordered Ms.
Barnett to lead them to Mrs. Thomas in
the restaurant. The state policeman
said that Mrs. Thomas spotted the pair
coming, saw the pistol and fled.
Dick Thomas said today that another
employee also saw what was taking
place and pulled the alarm and which
he described as "a loud alarm
especially for a case like this."
Thomas said he couldn't remember
which employee of the restaurant
pulled the alarm.
The state policeman said the alarm
caused patrons still eating at the
restaurant to get up from their seats,
prompting the two men to flee.
Doom said authorities theorized three
men were involved, two who entered
the restaurant and another who stayed
in the car.
The state policeman said the men
wore hoods made of a blue mesh
material similar to fish net.
Thomas described the men as in their
20s, standing from five feet, eight to
five feet, 10 inches tall. He said
someone reported shots being fired
during UN getway.
Murray Police Department Busy
With Investigations On Weekend
Murray Police today are in-
vestigating an armed robbery and a
number of theft and vandalism cases
reported in the city during the weekend.
Police this weekend investigated over
a dozen incidents of theft and van-
dalism in the city, most unrelated, a
police detective theorized today.
According to the police spokesman,
two white melee wearing pillow cases
over their - heads robbed Mucks, a
grocery store located at Whitnell and
Glendale, at about 9:15 p.m. Saturday.
The spokesman said the men
flourished a weapon .and took an un-
determined amount of cash during that
holdup. A police investigation
tinues.
))ther incidents reported during the
weekend included:
— Murray Ford Tractor personnel
WASHINGTON AP ) — A negotiator
for unions representing more than a
half-million postal workers says the
Carter administration's public
pressure for wage restraints is actually
backfiring.
"They're making it impossible for
reasonable compromise," said James
LaPenta. a representative of the four
unions representing 554,000 postal
workers whose contracts expire July
20.
"What they're doing is self def eating.
They're being too public," he said.
"Before, our members were mostly
steamed up about work rules, not
r
reported the theft of some socket
wrenches Saturday.
— Robert Barr of College Farm
Road in Murray reported the theft of a
CB radio from his car parked at the
Fine Arts Building on the Murray State
University campus Sunday, June 18.
— David Buckingham reported the
theft of four chrome rims from a 1976
Pontiac Grand  Prix parked at 1717
Magnolia Friday, June 16.
— Personnel at Derby Service
Station on U.S. 641-South reported the
theft of an undetermined amount of
cash from a station cash register, June
18.
— Personnel at Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet in Murray reported the theft
of an AM-FM stereo tape player from a
car parked on the lot June 15.
— Bob Bevan reported the theft of
four wire hubcaps taken from a 1976
wages. Now, they're all excited about
wages, too."
Sources say union negotiators will be
asking for a big wage increase during
talks which get underway here today.
The unions want a two-year contract
which sources say calls for wage in-
creases of "about 14 percent" in the
first year and "something under 14
percent" in the second.
On the other side, administration
inflation-fighters say they want an
increase "substantially" under the
estimated 8-percent-a-year boosts the
postal workers received under he
current pact.
Buick parked at Murray Leasing on
17th Street.
— Harmon VVhitnell of 226 South 15th
Street, Murray, reported the theft of a
rotary tiller on June 16.
— Dr. Donald Hughes, 1610
Sycamore, Murray, reported a mailbox
vandalism incident on June 17. The box,
according to poli4e, is valued at $450.
— Personnel at Miirray Water Plant
on South Second Street reported about
$120-125 taken in a burglary reported
June 18.
— Judy Hughs of J2, Murray Manor
Apartments, on June 16 reported four
wire hubcaps taken from a 1976
Mustang. Value of the hubcaps is
estimated at $250.
— Margaret Brown of 1514 Henry,
Murray, reported the theft of four wire
hubcaps from her 1976 Chevrolet
parked at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital June 15.
— Police recovered an Imperial 10
speed bycicle and a Huffy three speed
bicycle reported taken from the
residence of Nita Baurgh, 501 Beale,
Murray., June 8.
— Police recovered an auto ap-
parently stolen from University Church
of Christ parking lot and belonging to
William Hubbs of Murray on June 18.
— And, police have issued arrest
warrants for Linda Turbett of Henry
County, Tenn. in connection with the
theft of 30 albums and two speakers
from the residence of Jordan Hen-
drickson, 101 South 12th St., Murray, on
June 11. The warrants charge the
Tennessee women with theft by
unlawful taking of a value over $100.
Exhibitors At Arts And Crafts Festival
Murray residents George Beard, left and Clara M Eagle, right, wilt be
among the demonstrating artist at the qth annual land Between the takes
Arts and Crafts Festival Saturday and Sunday, lune 24-25. Beard will exhibit
the construction of willow furniture and Mrs. Eagle, a retired professor of
art at Murray ate University, fashions silver jewelry. Over 150 exhibits of
original work by area artists and craftsmen will be featured at the outdoor
festival, held in the Inviromental Education Center of 1.11L. The festival is
jointly sponsored by TVA and the Murray Art Guild. Photos by Pat Slattery
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Know About Poison Ivy And
How To Avoid Itching, Pain
Going for a walk into the woods? Better
know which plants are your friends and
which aren't. You'll especially want to
watch out for poison ivy, oak, and sumac.
But, being out of the woods doesn't make
you safe from poison ivy and oak.
They can flourish in very dry soil on even
the most exposed hillside. Heed the advice
the old sayng -leaflets three, let it be."
syou'll go a long way in avoiding the
e and discomfort these plants can
deliver
To help you recognize, avoid and eradicate
these troublesome plants, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture has an illustrated
booklet, "Poison Ivy, Oak and Sumac." For
your copy send 35 cents to the Consumer
Information Center, • Dept 046F, Pueblo,
Coio, 81009.
Poison ivy and oak grow in three different
forms: •Woody vines attached to trees or
other objects for support. •Shrubs trailing
mostly on the ground. and •Eiect woody
shrubs that stand without support.
They're most often abundant along old
,.. fence rows and edges of paths and
roadways They ramble over walls and
climb trunks of trees. Often they grow
within other shrubs or vines so that you
might overlook them.
Although leaf forms vary, there is one
characteristic to watch for -the leaves
almost always consists of three leaflets
(although some harmless plants have this
:ran too, seeing this pattern will at least
caution you.)
Poison sumac grows as a course woody
shrub or small tree, and never in the
vinelike form of its poison ivy relatives.
It doesn't take much of the poisonous
substance to give you trouble A small
amount can cause severe inflammation of
the skin. The poison is easily transferred
from one object to another_ For instance,
clothing may become contaminated and is
often a source of prolonged infection
Don't wear contaminated clothing until it
is thoroughly washed. And don't wash it with
other clothes. Another source of
contamination may be the family pet. Dogs
and cats may brush against the plants and
carry the poison to children or other
unsuspecting folks.
The poison can remain on the fur of
animals for a considerable time after
they've walked or run through poison ivy
plants. Animals can be decontaminated by
bathing but be careful to avoid poisoning
while you're washing them.
Keep in mind that smoke from burning
plants carries the toxin and can cause
severe cases of poisoning
When you order a copy of "Poison Ivy,
Oak. Sumac" (free), you'll also receive a
copy' of the free "Consumer Information
Catalog." It lists more than 200 selected free
or low-cost publications from the federal
government.
Lathes Day Golf Pairings
For Wednesday Are Listed
Jerelene Sullivan was the
medalist for the ladies day
golf held Wednesday, June 14,
lit the Murray Country Club,
Carol Hibbard was runner-up.
. Winner of the first flight was
.Margaret Shuffett with
runner-up being Cathryn
Garrott. Second flight winners
were Elizabeth Slusrneyer and
:Puma Mary Adams, who tied.
Third flight winner was
Chris Graham with Exie Hill
as runner-up. Julett Wallis
was winner and Mickie,
Phillips was runner-up of the
fourth flight. In the renewal
flight Norma Frank was
winner with Emma Sue
Hutson and Ann Haney tied for
second place. Low putts went
to Betty Stewart.
Faira Alexander has
released the lineup for play on
Wednesday, June 21, with
Janice Howe as hostess.
Anyone unable to play should
call Mrs. Howe at 753-9217, or
if your name is omitted from
the lineup persons may come
and be paired at the tee.
The line-ups are as follows:
Tee No, One-
9:00 a.m. Exie Hill, Judy
Muehlernan, Rowena Cullom,
and Mickie Phillips.
9:10 a.m. Mary Watson,
Mary Bell Overby, Ruth
Wilson, and Kitty Freeman.
9:20 a.m. Lorraine
Maggard, Aurelia Batts,
Lynitta Moses, and Sara
Bryan.
9:30 a.m. Janice Howe,
New in your
neighborhood?
And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
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Julett Wallis, Eddie M.
Outland, and Ruby Pool,
Tee No. Four —
9:00 a.m. Inus Orr, Fairs
Alexander, Phyllis Kain, and
Elizabeth Slusrneyer.
9:10 a.m. Louise Lamb,
Edith Garrison, Jane Fitch,
and Alice Purdom. s•
9:20 a.m. Carla Rexroat,
Vickie Baker, Doris Cella
and Martha Sue Ryan.
9:30 a.m. Norma Frank,
Emma Sue Hutson, Ann
Haney, and Jenny Hutson,
Tee No. Seven-
9:00 a.m. Euva Mitchell,
Betty Stewart, Evelyn Jones,
and Margaret Shuffett.
9:10 a.m. Jerelene Sullivan,
Betty Jo Purdom, Carol
Hibbard, and Frances Hulse.
9:20 a.m. Dorothy Fike,
Dianne Villanova, Toni
Hopson, and Anna Mary
Adams.
9:30 a.m. Nancy Fandrich,
Chris Graham, Euldene
Robinson, and Beverly Spann.
COMMUNITY
: • CALENDAR
bfenday, Jane 19 'rnesday, Jose*
. Bluegrass CB Senior Adults of First
Club will meet at the lodge Baptist Church will meet at
hall over Wallis Drug at 7:30 twelve noon in the Fellowship
p.m. Hall of the church for a
potluck luncheon and the
Recovery, Inc., will meet ,,t program consisiting of G. T.
Health Center, North Seventa Moody showing sli les from his
and Olive, at 7:30 p.m. trip to Israel.
Members of Board if
Directors of Need Line and
their guest will have a potluck
supper at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Pat Shea, Center Ridge
Area. The group will meet at
6:15 p.m. at the Murray
Municipal parking lot on East
Main Street.
Calloway County Humane
Society will meet at the
Peoples Bank., North Branch,
at seven p.m.
Audio visual presentation an
auto tour featuring giant
Canada Goose will start at
four p.m. at Center Station in
Land Between the Lakes.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will be
meet at 7:30 p.m. in the lodge'
hall.
Cheerleader and band camp
will pen at Murray State
University and continue
through June 22, Call 762-4159
for information.
Horsemanship program will









Aglow Fellowship will meet
at 10:30 a.m. at Kenbar Inn
with Judge Helen Doron as
speaker.
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church Women will
have a luncheon at the
fellowship hall at eleven a.m.
Immanual Lutheran Ladies
will have a salad luncheon and
meeting at 11:30 a.m.
Shrine Ladies Sewing group
will meet at the home of Mrs.
William Moffett at ten am.
•Offic. ers,Named Representative fromMedicare office will speak at
1:30 p.m. to the Senior Citizens
For UMYF Of at the Ellis Center which willbe open from ten a.m. to three
p.m. The band will practice at
12:30 p.m.Sub-District
Mike Pharse of Kirksey was
elected as president of the
Murray Sub-District United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
at the meeting held in May at
the Kirksey Church.
Other officers elected for









The new officers will be
installed at the next meeting
to be held on Thursday, June
22, at Paris Landing State
Park. Supper will be served
from the to oil p.m. with
perton bringing his or her own
food. Drinks will be sold by the
South Pleasant Grove group.
The meeting will begin at six
p.m.








Dexter Senior Citizens will
have their monthly business
meeting at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
Bingo at 11:30 a.m., lunch at
noon, and film at 12:30 p.m.
will be featured at the
Nutrition Site, Douglas
Center.
Hayride for a seven mile
trip along back country roads
with a midway stop for a
cookout will be held at Land
Between the Lakes. Make
reservations before one p.m.
at campground gates or
Center Station. Limited to
first 80 persons registering.
,Meet at Center Station at 6:30
p.m.
Swim Party for fourth, fifth,
and sixth grade at Murray
Country Club is scheduled for
ten a.m. to twelve noon with
Patsy Miller and Peggy
Billington as chaperones.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for




The Blankenship Circle of
the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church met
Thursday, June 8, in the home
of Wanda Kimbro, who also
gave some readings from the
book, Lord It's Me Again by
Alton H. Wilson.
Marilyn Erwin, president,
presided with Joan Mahan,
secretary, and Joyce Gordon,
treasurer, giving reports. it
unced that the oirel•-;
is now a Friend of Need Line
by having made a donation to
Need line.
Nine members and one
visitor, Donna Whitfield, were
'present. Mrs. Whitfield joined
the circle
Esther Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. Scott
McNabb at 7:30 p.m. with the
program by Becky Hogan-
camp and Judy Henry and
devotional thoughts by Mrs.
Thotrias flogancamp.
Wednesday, June 21
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at Twelve noon and
will go to Ellis Center,
Murray, to hear Medicare
representative speak on
completing claims at 1:30
p.m. Transportation will be
provided.
North Murray Club
Meets At City Park
The North Murray
Homemakers Club held its
meeting on Friday, June 9, at
one p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Park.
Present for the picnic lunch
were Mrs. Edgar Morris,
president, Mrs. Green Wilson,
Mrs. Angie Gibbs, Mrs. Esco
Gunter, Mrs. Charlie
Crawford, and Mrs. Charles
Robertson, members; Mrs.
Leon Harp and son, David,
visitors.
Mrs. Wilson gave the thanks
preceding the meal. Mrs.
Morris presided with Mrs.
Gunter giving the devotional
thoughts reading John 6:35
making the comparision of
bread to the life of Jesus.
The main lesson "How
Homes Develop Per-
sonalisties" was presented by
Mrs. Morris.
A recreational program was
held at the close of the
meeting.
The club will meet again in
September.
Independence Women Meet
At Church For Program
The Independence United
Methodist Church Women met
Thursday, June 8, at seven
p.m. at the church with
Maurita Burkeen in charge of
the program.
A piano solo was played by
Carol Phillips.
Mrs, Burkeen gave a talk








assisted by her two daughters,
Lisa and Lori Burkeen.
Printed sheets were
presented to each person with
questions to ask concerning
each building block of
character. Mrs. Burkeen read
a poem entitled "If," and
closed with prayer.
Inez Hopkins, president,
presided with reports given by
Myrtle Jones and Nancy
Hopkins. The centennial
bulletins have been completed
concerning the centennial
celebration on Sunday, July 2.






By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Maybe I am worrying needlessly, but I
can't help it. Our daughter will be a freshman this fall at a
coed university halfway across the continent. It's
considered to be a fine school, but I understand there is
practically no supervision. I mean, the students stay in
dormitories, and there is a dean of women to talk to, but
the hours are very liberal. Students can "sign out" for
weekends, and with so many freshman girls, ours will get
no special looking after.
We've never had any trouble with our daughter, but
with all we hear about premarital sex in colleges, we are
concerned.
Shouldn't the colleges try to discipline the freshman
girls a little more strictly? After all, it is the first time
many of them have ever been away from home.
CONCERNED IN KANSAS
DEAR CONCERNED: By the time a girl goes to college,
her moral code is well established, and what she didn't
learn at home and in church, she wW not Learn from the
dean of women. It's time parents realized that even more
important to college sttidents than "supervision" is a good,
sound moral grounding during their impressionable years
Lovena Schroeder. Treva at home.
Burkeen, Kelly Arant, Jodie
Lassiter, and Pete Jones, , college students beyond 
the general rules that apply to
Educators cannot be expected to "police" the morals of




The Maryleona Frost Circle
of the First United Methodist
Church Women met Tuesday,
June 13, at 9:30 a.m. at the
home of Mrs. Dwight Crisp,
with Mrs. Nell Eaton.
chairman, presiding.
Mrs. Eaton announced the
special award presented to the
general membership for the
year's work. Announcement
was made of the senior break-
fast with 18 seniors attending.
Mrs. Eaton reported on the
reception for the family of Dr.
and Mrs. Walter Mischke, Jr.
The circle voted to place a
book in the church library in
memory of the mother of Mrs.
Ralph Nelson.
Mrs. Thomas Pitts
presented the program in-
cluding a review of several




By Allan R. Magie,
Ph.D.. M.P.H.
Americans, probably more
than any other people op
earth, spend much or their
time talking about what to
eat, when to eat, how to eat,
and how much to eat. In fact,
food and eating might - be
considered the central theme
of our 20th-century social life.
There is widespread discus-
sion as to what constitutes the
best diet. Many different opin-
ions have been expressed.
The past few years have
brought about a new aware
ness of "natural foods." Peo-
ple have become concerned
about saturated fats, fiber,
and micronutrients. Vitamin
supplements are recommend-
ed for just about every ab-
normal condition that might
vaguely be related to diet.
Food companies have capi-
talized on the "back to nature"
movement in diet by promot-
ing such items as 'whole
grain" cereals, "high-fiber"
breads. "polyunsaturated" oil
and oil containing products,
"natural" potato (+fps. and
many more. One breadmaker
has gone so far as to include
indigestible wood pulp (cellu-
lose) fibers in the ingredients,
in order to advertise the "high
fiber" content of the product!
In the light of all the pos
sible misinformation, what
then is a sensible balanced
diet'? To hear one restaurant
chain's advertisements, one
might assume it's a "Big Mac"
in each hand. On the other
hand there is no particular
magic in brown rice, alfalfa
peppermint tea, or honey.
There are four simple rules
The country that drink:\
inore beer per capita is
Cra4halloy ak is.
for eating that allow the
average person to obtain all
the nutrients necessary for a
healthful life. No gimmicks.
No special. hard-to-find, or
expensive products either.
Rule 1. Eat a wide variety
of different foods. Food is
definitely one area where
"variety is the spice of life!"
This means a little of every-
thing and not too much of
anything.
Rule 2. Eat the prodticts as
they come from the field. That
is, unrefined. The more foods
are processed, the more es-
sential nutrients are removed.
Fresh fruits and vegetables
contain all the vitamins and
minerals your body needs.
Rule 3. Eat at regular
intervals. This way your di-
gestive system is regulated to
best handle the work of
getting the nutrients out of
the food and into your blood.
No snacking, please!
Rule 4. Eat only enough to
maintain an ideal weight.
Only you know the weight you
feel and look your best. The
unrefined diet, free of con
centrated fats and sugars, will
keep off those added pounds.
Eat for the good of your
health.
A c orntnunoty set two, of the Heolth
Deportment General Confereoce of
Sev.e•oh doy Aelweetosts
DEAR ABBY: I'm a recently retired gent who's dating a
nice gal in her mid-50s. Being retired, I have a limited
income.
We go out for dinner every Saturday night, and once in a
while during the week we go out for lunch. My lady very
much wants to chip in to pay for the meals, drinks, etc.
I can't see it. I told her that when it gets to the point
where I can't afford to pick up the tab for both of us, we
just won't go anywhere. She says she doesn't see anything
wrong with her picking up the tab once in a while.
Am I right or is she?
CONFUSED
DEAR CONFUSED: She's right. Surrender, dear.
DEAR ABBY: I have been married for nearly a year to a
man who had been divorced for three years before I met
him. He does something that drives me up a wall, and I
have trouble controlling my hurt and anger when he does
it. He still refers to his ex-wife as "my wife." (They were
married for a number of years, but that's no excuse.)
Abby, I am his wife. She is his FORMER wife, but for
some strange reason he continues to refer to her as "my
wife."
I love him very much. He is a fine man and I know he
doesn't do this intentionally, but it bothers me. I should
add, his former wife has remarried, so she is somebody
else's wife now. Help me, please. Correcting him hasn't
helped.
HIS WIFE
DEAR WIFE: H yen "love" this fine man, and correcting
him has not helped thus far, cool it. He'll eventually get the
right wife in the right context when you've been his wife as
long as she was.
Are your problems too heavy to handle alone? Let Abby
help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby.





including our garden-fresh salad bar
$2.19
With fries or baked potato
and topping, Stockade
Toast, drink. A complete
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WORLD FRIENDSHIP CLUB met May 12 at the home of Mrs. Rob Walston. Attending
were, left to right, back row, Jessie Jeng, Taiwan; fataneh Wan, Iran; Monica Walston,
German; Bievenida Garrastazu, Cuba; Tina Olson, Germany; front row, Mene
Coskuner, Turkey; Holly Walston, Murray; Marta Adrian°, Brazil. Not pictured is Gracie






Melissa A. Harrell, 107
Clark St., Murray, Mrs.
Shirley J. Overcast, Gen. Del,„,
Hazel, Mrs. Jean Rudolph, Rt.
1, Dexter, Robert E. Sloan, 210
Morris, Franklin, Rexie
Mason, Rt. 1, Farmington, Pat
I. Johnston, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Rich B. Rollins, 505 Meadow
Lane, Murray,
Tony L. Seavers, Rt. 1,
Murray, Scott Vaughn, Rt. 8,
Murray, M. Janette Jarrett,
--Box 2774- Univ. Stat,,-- AISIJT
Kenneth N. Adams, 603 N.
18th., Murray, Denice A.
Gilbert, 511 S. 11th., Murray,
Mrs. Lottie Pendergrass, Rt.
1, Farmington, R. B. Windsor,
Rt. 7, Murray.
Tucker Family Has Reunion At Kentucky Dam Marina
The picnic area, Kentucky
Dam Marinia, was the setting
for a get-together of the
Tucker families from Kirksey,
on Sunday, June 11. A sum-
ptuous meal was spread at two
Those attending spent the
rest of the afternoon renewing
old family ties and meeting
younger members. It had been
more than twenty years since
the last reunion. Families and
guests in attendance were
from Calloway, Crittenden,
Marshall and McCracken
Counties with a few from
Evansville, Ind.
Descendants, members nf
their families and guests of
the late Harper and 4/laud
Tucker in attendance were:
Mr. and Mrs. Virdon Tucker,
Howell Tucker, Mr. and Mrs.
James Robertson, Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Rothrock,
and Mrs. Gerald Stone,
Vanessa Stone, Randy Stone,
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Tucker,







A slew of slaw
2 of our famous
fish fillets.
20 oz. schooner of
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
711 South 12th Street
children, Ellen, Mike and
Bob., Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Rothrock Jr. and daughter
Holly, Mr. and Mrs. Mark B.
Lyles, Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Harris, Lawren Woods, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred McDonald and
children Suzan, Cindy and
Gina, and Bobby Fike.
Descendants, Members of
their families and guests of
the late Othel and Ethel
Tucker were: Mr. and Mrs.
Brown Tucker, Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Tucker, Mr. and Mrs.
 Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, JUNE 20, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the Stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20; er
You should make fairly good
headway in most endeavors, but
don't go off on tangents and
scatter energies. Either could
offset best efforts.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21;
Branch out to some extent.
Realize your limitations,
however, so you won't
overreach your mark. Some
complexities possible.
GEMINI
{ May 22 tb June 21; r" '
Curb emotions and a tendency
toward eccentricity Tighten
reins on spending, but don't
scrimp unwisely and lose out in
the long run.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23i °SO
While planetary influences/
are not inauspicious, there are a
few areas where caution will be
needed Preparation for new
ventures calls for especially
careful consideration.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 231 1.12{:P•
This day calls for teamwork,
perhaps some compromises
but, in the long run, practical
concessions will pay off.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23; nP
A splendid day for in-
novations and experimentation
always a pleasing challenge
to the inventive Virgoan Don't
hesitiate to pioneer .in new
fields.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Timing important now. Day
calls for deliberation and well-
calculated action, but do not
wait TOO long before making
important decisions.
Announces the Association of
Thomas L. Green, M. D.
in the practice of obstetrics and gynecology
at
305 S. 8th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Office flours: By Appointment
753-9300 Effective July 1
For Office, Weekends and After Hours
Larry Spears and daughter
Cindy, Randall Travis, Pernie
Jo Travis, David Willie and
Sissell Linn. Mrs. Louise
Hicks and Glenda Phillips.
• Descendants, members of
their families of the late
Cephas and (Bank) Nettie
Tucker were: Mrs. ,Corbett
Tucker and Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip Pritchard.
Those in attendance ex-
pressed a desire to meet again
next year.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
There's tendency now to be
too passive, to idle away time,
drift along indifferently. Rouse
yourself. Don't stall until ex-
ternal agents FORCE you to
act
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21; )1f
Your enthusiasm, com-
petence and ability to formulate
sound programs should help you
to break new ground now but, as
you progress, give a little extra
attention to domestic matters.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20; Vi
Don't abandon a project just
because someone else may not
be enthusiastic about it, but
listen to their ideas anyway.
There COULD be some angles
you have overlooked.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Auspicious stellar Influences
stimulate your talents. Be
ready to move forward with
enthusiasm and hope. Written
matters highly favored.
P LSC ES
t Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
You will be expected to cope
with some unforeseen situations
now. Handle these bigger
responsibilities willingly and
without fretting. It will pay.
later.
YOU BORN TODAY are
numbered among the world's
most unusual achievers.
Adaptable, enthusiastic.
generous and extremely ver-
satile along creative lines, there
is practically no area in which
you cannot make your per-
sonality felt, thus considerably
easing your path to success. At
heart you are an individualist
and prefer to carry out tasks,
bright ideas and unique
methods alone but, where
teamwork is necessary, others
can always count on your
cooperation - and love you for
it. Your talents are so many and
your zest for new projects so
constant that you are inclined to
scatter energies, thus slowing
down ultimate accomplish-
itent. Try to stick to one en-
terprise before taking on
another. Fields in which you
could especially excel: writing.
music, science, research.
aviation and exploration. Birth-
date of Errol Flynn. screen
star.
YOGURT
Separation is natural for
yogurt as it sits in the
refrigerator. Gently stir the
liquid into the solid portion
before serving.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
%busier' lobe lone est
received tbeir 8emo-dellyere4
copy el The Mem, ledger &
Thom by 5:10 p.m. IA•sday
friday or by MN p. ..u. tem
My. ere weal II WI na.iels
W;tweore Sill p. aide p.m.
Meaday-ftEioy, et 3:311
614 4 o. S. Saturdays, N Were
delivery of lite eeespeper. CMOs
meet be pieced by • p.m. ewe-
days et 4 p.m. Setvrileye to
reereettee dolhery
Let's Stay Well
Q: Mr. N. S. wants to
know the facts about the
chronic, regular use of
marijuana. He has a bright
friend, a ne'er do-well,
who argues that the drug is,
harmless and deserves to
be made more readily
available.
A: So far as I am con-
cerned, all the facts are not
in yet on the overall, long-
range effects of the regular
use of marijuana. I admit
that a difference may exist
between occasional use




possession of the drug, at
least in relatively small
amounts, are too severe.
Questions regarding the
benefits of marijuana, or
its active ingredients, in
the management of certain
diseases remain inade-
quately investigated. One
such disease is glaucoma,
a condition in which the
pressure inside the eyeball
is too high. Marijuana ap-
pears to aid in lowering
this elevated pressure.
The drug also may be
useful in lessening nausea,
such as that which often
follows chemotherapy for
cancer. More first-rate re-
search is needed on these
and other conditions to
determine whether mari-
juana is safe and effective
and whether it has advan-
tages over other methods
of treatment.
The use of marijuana
appears to be increasing in
frequency and in amount.
By F J L Blasingame. M.D
Careful Appraisal
Of Marijuana Needed
The illegal traffic in the
drug reportedly is growing
at a rapid rate in the
United States and in many
other nations. This in-
creased traffic is unique.
Although marijuana has
not been as widely used in
the past, it has been known
and available for centu-
ries, as has alcohol and
other opiates.




of - Murray Route Four
celebrated his sixth birthday
on Friday, June 9, with a
dinner at the Pizza Hut.
He was accompanied by his
parents, David and Neeta
Bynum, and his brother,
Corey.
Chris is the great grandson
of Mrs. Louise Bynum and






Custer of Scottsdale, Arizona,
left Sunday, June 18, for her
home after spending two
weeks as the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Gingles Barnes of
Murray.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Lizzie Smith of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
modern society takes an
unwarranted risk in the
use of "joints" and other
chemicals ( tobacco, alco-
TR117 cocaine, etc. ) as a part
of its open-mindedness and
freedom without appreci-
ating potential damages.
Marijuana may be safe
in small, occasional
amounts, but its regular
use has been reported to be
harmful to the lungs, brain
and possibly the chromo-
somes. Many users live
with a groggy indifference
and appear to use mari-
juana as a crutch to try to















As I have pointed out





such as driving an automo-
bile.
It would be unwise to
make marijuana more
readily available. It mild
be sold as a controlled






WE NAVE DATES AVAILABLE FOR JUNE & AUGUST
DON'T DELAY PHONE 753-7360 FOR MORE INFORMATION
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SIZE SALE PRICE FIT.
A70 13 31.95 1 96
P7014 41.95 . 261
070 14 44.93 278




060 15 54.95 3 08
H60.15 39.93 3 56
160 15 64.95 _ 3 70
•“ PIKES RluS I AND 010 115f Ott YOuR CAR
PICK-UP TRUCK UTILITY/TOOL BOX. Reg. 599.97
Heovy duty steel body. Push button lid release
Sliding ports troy. Weatherproof seal. 1-375
SAVE 997
20.00
PICK-UP MICK SAVE '1.50
11001 MATS. Trim











PRICES GOOD THROUGH SATURDAY AT All OTASCO STORES AND PARTICIPATING DEALERS.
304 Main, Murray, 1534360
UNIROYAL IAREDI:1)
• For Peck-Ups. Vans and
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From the standpoint of the
Internal Revenue Service, tax
forms initiated for the 1977 tax
year were a "smashing suc-
cess," the glowing tribute at-
tributed to a department
spokesman.
And the 58 percent reduction
in taxpayer errors claimed by
IRS justifies the self-praise.
Error rates were slashed from
11.8 percent on the short form
to 4.9 percent and from 8.5 per-
cent on the long form to 5.7 per-
cent.
But the further claim ac-
companying introduction of the
revamped forms that a total of
70 million hours of paperwork
would be saved must remain a
matter of speculation. The
elimination of much of the
mathematical process and the
continuity of calculations from
line to line did simplify the
computation task and must be
assumed responsible for the
reductions in serious mistakes.
Confirmation of the IRS
predictions of significant sim-
plifications after several at-
tempts that proved less than
helpful is encouraging.
It seems safe to assume,
however, that even the
streamlined forms failed to
erase the pain from the annual
tax-computing chore.
The measure of taxpayer
response — joy or resentment
— remains the "bottom line."
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Petty Officer Third Class Dwayne F.
Bucy is serving with the U.S. Navy at
Jacksonville, Fla. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hawley Bucy.
Wanda Billington of University
School, Patricia Schroeder of Calloway
County High School, and Dorothy Bucy
of Murray High School are winners of
$200 scholarships to Murray State
University awarded by the Murray
Civitan Club.
Joe Pat Lamb of Murray is a con-
testant in the 1968 World Champion
Livestock Market Auctioneers contest
at Kansas City June 28 and 29. He is
being sponsored by the Kentuckiana
Livestock Market, Inc., at Owensboro
and Murray Livestock Market.
Rosetta Robertson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Flavil Rovertson, was in-
stalled as Grand Worthy Aflociate
Advisor of the Grand Assembly of
Kentucky International Order of the
Rainbow for Girls at the assembly held
in Louisville June 9-11.
Stan Key, son of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Key, is now practicing for the 'Ken-
tucky-Indiana All Stars basketball
game. He has signed a basketball
grant-in-aid with the University of
Kentucky, Lexington.
20 Years Ago
John H. Hornbuckle, Jr, USN,
graduated June 8 from Gunner's Mate
School at Naval Training Center, Great
Lakes,
Deaths reported include Mrs. Albert
S Cunningham. age 65.
Dr. Rainey T. Wells formed the
ledger & Times in 1928 by purchasing
the Murray Ledger and the Calloway
Times. Joel,T. Lovett was the first
publisher of the Ledger & Times," from
the column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.
Miss Martha Garland, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Garland, was
married to Harold Lassiter, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Lassiter. on June 8 at the
Memorial Baptist Church.
"Joho Shroat at Kenlake Boat Dock
tells us that the, water is clear and
normal which no doubt points to the
good turn fishing has taken," from the
column, "Hooks 8. Anglers" by Jim
Harmon.
30 Years Ago
Fred Milton Wells, son of Dr. and
Mrs. 0. C. Wells, received an M.S.
degree in mechanical engineering on
June 11 at the California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena. Calif .
Dr Ella Weihing, dean of women at
Murray State College, has recently
been elected state president of the
Kentucky Division of the American
Association of University Women.
Deaths reported include J. P.
Peaze) Gude, age 75.
James-P. Miller will be speaker for
the protracted meeting Lobe held at the
Dexter Church of Christ June 20 to 3.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Grayson McClure on June 13.
Miss Jean Darnell, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Darnell, was
married to Macon Blankenship, son of
the Rev. and Mrs. H. P. Blankenship, at
the home of. the bride's parents on June
11.
Beware the Shadow!
Letters To The Editor
Wants Lower Hospital Fees
Dear Editor,
I read Mr. H. M. Scarborough's letter
in The Murray Ledger/ Times, June 2,
concerning Murray-Calloway County
Hospital board, the new bylaws and the
rates charged here and by other
hospital. I appreciate your willingness
to print this article.
Mr. Scarborough pointed out the fact
that the City of Murray and Calloway
County have no more jurisdiction over
the future bylaws and the management
of M-CCH. This action involves the
same principle that is involved in the
homes of delinquent parents. When
parents exercise no restraint, the
children, being turned loose, practice
their own things. Is this what will
happen among our hospital board?
Also, Mr. Scarborough pointed out
that the vote of the City Council was
tied when a vote was cast to change the
bylaws of the hospital and our Mayor,
Mr. Henley cast the deciding vote
allowing 117 -Change of bylaws. Let me
ask a question Was Mayor Henley's
casting a vote a conflict of interest?
Since he is, by virtue of his being
mayor, a member of the hospital board.
If this is the case was Mayor Henley's
vote really legal? If not, does it not
follow that the bylaws have been
illegally changed?
Let me say that I have no complaint
against the Doctors' charges nor do I
have any complaint against the care
that is given patients in M-CCH. From
March 31 through May 6, I spent
twenty-four days in M-CCH. No group
of people could have been any nicer to
me than were Dr. Lowry and the nurses
et al on third floor of M-CCH. I shall
ever praise them. However, the
hospital rates are somewhat higher
than at some other places as Mr.
Scarborough pointed out.
Pending legislation in Washington is
designed to hold down health care in-
flationary prices. Rep. Paul G. Rogers.
D-Fla. stated that the nation's hospital
bill has doubled in the last five years to
a total of $66 billion in 1977; Also, that
the projections raise that to $130 billion
in 1982, if nothing is done. (Janet
Staihar, in Sun-Demo., June 7, 1978).
It seems to me that a voluntary
reduction of hospital costs would be the
best solution in view of the fact that
federal legislation to curb health cost-is
pending and is indispensable to the
well-being of our nation. Also. federal
regulation most always involves much
red tape which is a headache to those
who are forced to operate under it.
I noticed in my hospital bills (there
are two) that in the first one, the charge
for the operating room equals to 45
percent of the surgeon's charge and in
the second, the charge is 47.8 percent of
the surgeon's charge. Also, the second
day I was in the hospital, April 1, the
rate for a private room was increased
from $63.00 to $67.00.
I believe, in view of the present facts
concerning health care costs, that
something must be done, not only here
in Murray but in other places as well to
lower the costs and that a firm restraint
must be placed on those who have the
costs fixing in their hands. The people
of Murray and Calloway County who
have, through taxes, helped to pay for
our excellent hospital should at least
have some say in the management and
price fixing.
We have a good ho . Let us keep
prices down and kee people from
going to Memphis,- Paducah or
elsewhere. We also have some very
good doctors to' give us the very best of
care.
Henry Hargis
306 So. 12th St.
Says Fine Increase Misconceived
Dear Editor:
As you know the minimum fine for
almost all traffic violations in Kentucky
will increase by $15 effective June 17,
1978. This increase came about because
of a law enacted by the 1978 General
Assembly. The purpose of the increase
is to generate revenue to provide funds
for the continuation of the 15 percent
educational incentive supplemental
pay to local police officer salaries.
_
The Board of Directors of the Ken-
tucky State Police Professional
Association has directed me to write
this letter for the following reasons
There has been much said about the $15
increase which has lead many people to
remark that police officers will soon be
working on a "fee" system. The news
media has reported on numerous oc-
casions that traffic fines Will increase
by $15 and this increase will go to all
police officers in the state One major
TV station reported it goes to the
''state's" police officers." This was
misinterpreted by many listeners of
that report to mean State Police of-
ficers are provided annual training by
our own Bureau and do NOT receive the
15 percent educational incentive sup-
plement. We are not complaining that
Plaudits For Staff
Dear Editor:
The local newspaper exerts a
profound influence on the life of any
community. The positive philosophy
which you express in The Ledger
contributes to the growth of Murray
and Calloway County and fosters a
feeling of community pride.
Since our schools are a vital part of
the community the positive way in
which school events are presented and
the informative manner by which the
public is made aware of school
management ensures the continuing
high quality of education in Murray and
Calloway County.
This year I have had contact with Jo
Burkeen and with Lowell Atchley. Both
of these people have been cooperative,
interested in accuracy and unbiased in
the reporting of news. Mrs. Burkeen
has been most helpful in the
preparation of news releases. Mr.
Atchley has impressed me with his
determination to be an informed
reporter.
Please express my appreciation to
them I am looking *toward to working
with them again in 1978-79.
Sincerely,




I want to take this opportunity to
express my deepest appreciation to the
people of Murray and Calloway County
for the support that has been given the
Murray Band program during my
tenure as director. Your interest
enabled us to attain goals and aC-
complish feats that some bands only
dream about.
To the new directors, Mr. Light, Mr.
ilibterftiought
Because He 155th appointed a day.
in the which He will judge the world
in righteousness by that marl whom
he hath ordained: Acts 1131
That . own is lesus Christ, GiSd'c
only Son Are you known of God
-through C.od'i final fudge, friers
Christ?
Schwab and Mr. Goode, I wish the yen,
best. These are capable, dedicated men
who have had a great deal of respon-
sibility in making the band so suc-
cessful.
To the band members I say keep up
the spirit and the conscientious effort a.s
in the past, support your new directors,
and remember that you are the band
and that your student leadership has
been the single most important factor
in our success.
I shall always hold my memories of
Murray very dear, for it has been a
wonderful time. I could not have asked
for more from the students, the
parents, the administration and the
beautiful people of Murray.
My best to you all,
Joe Sills
Dir. of Bands 1972-78
we do not receive the supplemental
pay, merelythe State Troopers do not
receive any sort of fee for arrests. We
feel that many departments need this
assistance to obtain and retain
qualified and well trained police of-
ficers.
I hope this letter will help to alleviate
any misconceptions by many citizens of




Chairman, Board of Directors
Kentucky State Police
Professional Association
Murray Ledger & Times
potholer Walter!. Apperson
liffitor ft Gene McCub Aeon
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111EARTLIN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems--fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Headline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 69 years old and I
have been on Medicare for four years
now. I have been quite sick during these
last four years and I have used my
Medicare quite frequently and they
have helped me to pay considerable
hospital and doctor bills. 'Since
Medicare has paid so much money on
me, could they ever cancel my
coverage?-N.S.
No, Medicare cannot cancel your
coverage. Once a person turns 65, they
have Medicare Hospital Insurance
because of their work credits ( or their
spouse's work credits) and this
guarantees the coverage as long as the
person lives, or as long as they want the
coverage. Medicare Medical Insurance
is also guaranteed as long as the
premiums are paid or the recipient
authorizes Social Security to deduct the
premiums from their monthly Social
Security check.
Heartline has available a book which
gives easy to understand information of
the entire Medicare program. To order,
send $1.75 to Headline's Guide to
Medicare, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please allow
six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: Can you tell me what
Social Security means by "resources"
and how do they affect someone ap-
Agree Or Not
plying for Supplemental Security
Income( S.S.I) -CS.
Resources are things a person owns:
money, bank accounts, investments,
real estate and other things of value. A
person can have resources valued up to
$1,500 ($2,200 for a couple) and still be
eligible for S.S. I. Not included in
resources are the value of a home,
automobile with value of $1,200 or less,
furnishings with a value of $1,500 or
less, as well as certain other things.
HEARTLINE: Will you tell me if,
when a person who was working under
Civil Service dies, his survivors can
continue the health benefit coverage!-
B. N.
Yes, if:
1. The deceased employee or an-
nuitant was enrolled for self and family
at the time of death.
2. At least one member of the .family
is entitled to an annunity as the sur-
vivor of the deceased employee of
annuitant.
3. The annwiity of all survivors
eligible for health benefits coverage is
sufficient to pay the withholdings
required for enrollment in the plan.
HEARTLINE: I receive a 100 percent
service-connected disability benefit
from the Veterans Administration. Are
my children and wife eligible for
medical care from the VA?-A.Y.
Yes, under Public Law 93087, which
authorizes the VA to provide medical
care for the spouse and children of a
veteran who has a permanent, service-
connected total disablitiy and the
widow, widower or child of a veteran
who died as a direct result of that
service-connected disability, provided
that they do not have entitlement under
CHAMPUS or Medicare.




noted with interest what Californians
did on proposition 13 toward reducing
property taxes that had gone sky high
with inflation.
Californians also noted that the state
had a surplus of $5 billion, and they
wanted some relief from high taxes as
property valuations continued to in-
crese and raise their tax payment.
It wasn't taxes along that bothered
the Californians, but they took not of
higher postage, higher food cost, and
higher prices for everything they buy,
including a big increase in their social
security taxes. They just rebelled at the
continued higher cost of living and took
out their venom on the one place that
gave them the opportunity.
Taxpayers in other states with the
referendum privilege are taking a hard
look at the California success and are
thinking of attacking higher taxes in a
similar way.
Kenucky doesn't have the referen-
dum privilege, in its constitution, and
the only thing Kentuckians can do is
complain and wait until the next
election.
However, taxes in Kentucky are very
low in comparison to California and
many other states.
The total tax bill on real estate is just
barely above the one per cent in some
areas that Californians designated as
the maximum under proposition 13.
Back in 1965 the Kentucky legislature
passed the "rollback law"
Capitol Ideas
Following the landmark decision of
the Kentucky Court of Appeals that said
property should be valued at fair cash
value for tax purposes.
The rollback law mandated that
property would not be taxed any more
dollars than it was in 1964, but it did
permit taxing districts to raise taxes 10
per cent for the next year and to take
advantage of growth increasing
values).
In the 1976 legislature, Kentucky
passed the power equalization law that
permits the state to collect the first 30
cents of the local tax rate for public
education. All over that is collected by
the local school district. The first 30
cents collected by the state and other
general funds revenue is then ap-
portioned to local school districts on an
equal basis per student or classroom
unit. This supposedly equalizes
education opportunity for every child in
the state.
The only way taxes can be increased
in Kentucky is by a vote of the people in
the ideal taxing distrid. Some school
districts have even failed to increase
taxes to fully qualify for state school
funds.
Before power equalization was voted
for the schools, the local districts
varied form about 30 cents up to 80 or 90
cents in a few exceptional cases. Most
were around the 30 cent level.
The state collects only 1.5 cents per
$100 valuation for its share, while
county and city taxes ranges from
about 12 cents upward.




WASHINGTON (AP) - Today's
question is Who is Patricia Roberts
Harris? And would you know her if you
saw her? - '
"Mrs. Harris is secretary of housing
and urban development and one of two
women in President Carter's Cabinet.
She had reason to think she was a big
cheese in the governmental scheme of
things the day she settled into her seat
on an airplane and started to read a
magazine.
"I know you," said the stewardess.
Mrs. Harris smiled modestly.
"You're Juanita Kreps," the
,stewardess added. Mrs. Kreps is
secretary of commerce in the Carter
administration.
Mrs. Harris' smile faded. "No," she
said "I'm not Juanita Kreps."
The stewardess was certain her
passenger was in the Carter Cabinet.
Later, she figured out who it must be
and went up to Mrs. Harris again.
"You're Brock Adams," she said,
referring to the secretary of tran-
sportation, one of 10 men in the Cabinet.
"I decided Brock Adams has a
gender identification problem," said
Mrs. Harris.
-_
Mrs. Harris told that story to a group
of Massachusetts local officials who
came to Washington for a series of
meetings with administration officials
She told the group she has problems
with Massachusetts because officials
there "want 50 percent of all the money
we have."
"Fair share," quipped Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy of Massachusetts. After a
long pause, he added: "The other half
goes to Georgia."
Robert Strauss is fast becoming the
jack-of-all-trades of the Carter ad-
ministration. The former Democratic
National Chairman joined the adminis-
tration as the president's special trade
representative and recently took on
added duties as chief inflation fighter.
As a result, Strauss keeps reading
about himself in the newspapers. And
he loves it.
"The more flowery they get the more
I believe them," he told;lan audience
recently. .
He said that one evening he turned to
his wife and said, "You know, Helen,
when you stop and think about it, there
aren't • many real leaders in
Washington."
To which she replied, '"There's
probably even one less than you're
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Fires Final-Round 69





Brown rammed a three-foot
putt into the cup on the 18th
green for an eagle three, he
credited anything but putting
to his two-under-par 142, good
for a one-stroke victory in the
15th annual Oaks Invitational
at Oaks Country Club Sunday.
"I hit the ball as well as I
ever have until I got to the
green," Brown said, "but I
three-putted three greens for
the only bogies I had all day."
Brown's assesment, at least
on his tee-to-green play, was
true.
At one over par for the
tourney and even for the day
through 15 holes, he blasted
his tee shot on the 340-yard
sixteenth to within 75 yards,
then lofted a wedge over the
tree guarding .the green to
within an inch of the cup for a
tap-in birdie.
After a par on seventeen, he
drilled his drive close enough
to have a four-wood to the
green on the 540-yard, dogleg
par-five.
"I wanted to take the
shortest route to the hole, but I
didn't want to cut through the
rough and take a chance on
landing behind a tree," Brown
said. "I just hit it as well as I
could. It landed just inside the
fairway, about 200 yards away
with a good lie."
He then lifted his four-wood
shot to within three feet of the
flag.
The leader to that point,
Mike Shelbourne, like Brown a
Paducah native, left his third
shot 15 feet away for his birdie
attempt.
Shelbourne putted first and
just missed, setting the stage




Buddy Bryant, shot a 77 after
his opening 71. But that didn't
keep him from owning the
lowest score of the 16 golfers
trying to qualify for the June
27-30 Kentucky State
Amateur. The Oaks tourney
was chosen as the site for area
qualfiers to attempt to make
one of the seven open spots.
There are normallaClibspots




Murray golfers, Mike Holton,
Lee Stewart and Don Cothran,
were among the 16, but failed
to qualify.
Rain, for the 13th time in the
history of the tourney, delayed
the play. After sunny weather
on Saturday, play was first
halted for 30 minutes, then
later for 45 Sunday.
Wet conditions took their toll
on the golfers—most of the
leaders teed off later in the
day—as only three managed
to break par .
Besides Brown's 69,




It's our way of show-
ing you the quality
with coupon .of nationally adver-
tiSed Sanitohe drycleaning. Once
you've tried it, you'll see there is none
better. So hurry, take 
.advantage of this
InTrited-time offer.
offer expires June 30,
Sanitone
Are VIc stre r#, Icor,
BOONE'S
Laundry I Clean•rs
"Ks dosion interested is rem"
403 kW., Noe% 1216, 1316$ Minn, OA & Poplar
Bro. Don Farmer
Revival Speaker
70. And Paducah's Russ
Cochran, after zooming to a 77
Satutday, had a 71 to tie for
fourth in the championship
flight.
Murray's best finisher was
lanky Jerry Caldwell, who had
rounds of 72-75. "I was pleased
to just be able to play with
these young guys. Most of the
time I only get to play twice a
week," Caldwell said.
It was the play of the par-
five holes—considered to be
the ones to score on—that
Brown dominated. Besides his
eagle on 18, he birdied No. 2,
and parred four, seven and 13.
The 23-year-old Southern
Illinois University graduate
was playing in his fifth Oaks
tourney, with third his best
previous finish. He placed
eighth last year.
Brown is the defending
Kentucky State Amateur
champion and will rest next
week in preparation for the
four-day event.
Jim Musgove, the 1974 Oaks
winner, played the first three
holes seven over par on
Saturday and missed the
championship flight cut by one
stroke. He followed with a 74
Sunday to win first-flight
honors.
Dwain Lowry captured the
second flight with a 74 Sunday
and 156 total.
Don Cothran's 164 gave him
third flight honors, but it took
a playoff to decide the fourth
flight winner.
Paducahan Jerry
Throgmortin - and Oaks
member Jim Neale tied with
171's and began again on the
par-four, 305-yard first hole.
Neal hit a perfect drive that
left him a short iron away, but
Throgmartin dribbled his tee
shot just far enough to enable
him to see the pin through
some trees and overhanging
limbs.
He managed to hit his
second shot low enough to
clear the limbs before the ball
skittered up to within 18 feet of
the cup.
Neal's second shot was 25
feet short on the lower side of
the two-tiered green, then left
his first putt 10-15 feet away.
"It just hit in the bank of the
green and died," Neale said.
Throgmortin two-putted,
then watched as Neale rolled
his par attempt by the hole.
Bob LeMastus shot an 85
after an opening-round 94 to
take fifth flight honors.
The dry weather had many
believing that the 6305-yard
course would be in bad con-
dition, but most of the golfers
felt that by tournament time it
was in playable shape.
Players were allowed to lift
































J. P Parker 71140-159
John Golliher 7141-159
Lee Stewart 7941-160









































John Lovett ' 8743-170
Herb Hurley 8743-179
Kerry Creason 1141-171
Rudell Parks  1744-171
No Birdie This Time
Jerry Caldwell gertwres after missing a putt on the 15th green
during final-round action of the Oaks Invitational Sunday. Cold
well was the best Murray finisher, shooting rounds of 72 75,
three over par. Shelf Mato by Tony Wilson
Goolagong Wins
CHICESTER, England — Australia defeated Pam
Evonne Goolagong of Teeguarden 6-4, 6-3 in the















— Frank Sedgman of
Australia beat Australian
team captain Neale Fraser 7-
6, 5-7, 6-3 and won the men's
singles in a $20,000 seniors
tennis tournament.
Sedgman then teamed with
countryman Rex Hartwig and
beat Torben Ulrich of Den-
mark and 'Sven Davidson of
Sweden 6-3, 6-3 in the men's
doubles.
FORMIA, Italy — East
German iftriche Bruns set a
world record of two minutes.
32.6 seconds in the women's
1,000 meters in an in-
ternational track and field
meet, surpassing the 2:33.08
by Nikolina Shtereva of the
Soviet Union on July 4, 1976.





























Billy D Crouse 9048-178









Hub Dunn 89-with drew



















Chris Jones 101-with drew
Joe Simmons 99-with drew
Ed Burkeen 97-with drew
On His Way To The Title
Jimmy Brown watches his chip shot on the par-five seventh hole Sunday. Brown parred the
hole and fired a final-round 69 to win the Oaks Country Club Invitational by one stroke.
Piot. by Tony Wilson
Hunt Teams For Doubles Title
Eddie Hunt teamed with
Roger Huston of Owensboro,to
capture the 31-and-over
doubles title in the Kentucky
State Closed tennis cham-
pionships.
Hunt and Huston defeated
Kelly Hall and Tilden
McMasters 6-2, 6-4, for the
victory.
Hunt, seeded second in the
35-and-over singles, dropped a
6-2, 6-2 decision to Charlie
Bryant in the semifinals.
Sue Outland, the second




semifinals of the 55-and-over
singles before losing to top-
seeded and eventual champ
Ralph Dudgeon.
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Tire up for VACATION
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Bound For The State Am
These qoifers qualified for the Koatecky State Golf Assisehlisses Illoolvidiy Amateur Championships June 27-30. from left are:
Jimmy Brown, Russ Cockrell!, dip Shot, Joey Morris, Soddy *vat, Musgove, Ron Overton and Chip Sloan. Not pictured are
Steve GolKhor and Buzz Peel. Miele by 
Tory Whoa
By JOHN MOSSMAN -
AP Sports Writer
DENVER (AP) - Winning
the U. S. Open put golf's most
prestigious ,trophy on Andy
North's mantle and $45,000 in
his pocket. It may even get
people to remember his name.
"I don't think I'm any
egomaniac, but it's nice to
have people call you by your
right name," said North. "My
first couple of years I was
confused with Jerry Heard a
lot, and the last couple with
Andy Bean. At least they were
comparing me with golfers
who can play some."
North put an end to his
identity problems this week in
the U. S. Open championship
over the rugged Cherry Hills
Country Club layout.
The lanky 28-year-old from
Madison, Wis., who has
labored in relative obscurity
during six years on the pro
tour, withstood challenges
from some of the game's more
celebrated performers to
fashion a 1-stroke victory
Sunday over Dave Stockton
and J. C. Snead.
"Thank goodness we ran out
of holes," said North, who
staggered home Sunday with a
closing round of 3-over-par 74
that barely edgid both
Stockton and Snead, who
watched anxiously from the
scoring tent just off the 18th
green, anticipating a possible
three-way playoff.
It was not to be.
After "getting too cute"
with a pitch to the 18th green
which landed in a bunker,
North came out four feet from
the hole. He backed off his putt
twice to let gusty winds die
down, then rapped the ball
into the back of the cup for a
Nancy Lopez Wins Record Fifth Straight Crown
By GEORGE STRODE
AP Sports Writer
• ROCHESTER, N. Y. ( AP)
-7-Nancy Lopez calls her
eecord fifth
professional golf victory a
Miracle.
"I need to thank the Lord for
what I've done,' she said
Sunday after handling the
immense tension for a 4-
under-par 69 and a 2-shot
victory over Jane Blalock and
Qiebbie Massey.
- 'The pressure this week will
* the most I'll ever get," the
James 21-year-old superstar
aCknowledged. "I feel
relieved more than' anything. I
wanted to win every badly."
Her 54-hole total of 214, 5
under at the Locust Hill
Country Club. achieved:
- The undisputed record
for consecutive victories on
the LPGA tour. She had
shored the standard with






RENO, Nev. - Warren




topseeded Joseph Groskind of
Memphis, Tenn., 219-199 in the
final match.
DOWNEY. Calif. - Pat
Costello rolled five con-
secutive strikes and a nine-




second only to Byron Nelson's
string of 11 in a row on the
men's tour in 1945.
- The all-time rookie
professional golf money
champion with $153,336 for one
year, slipping by Jerry Pate's
record in 1976 by $234.
- The first place check of
$11,250 jumped her 1978 money
past $130,000, more than
doubles runnerup JoAnne
Carner's $57,000.
The Mw-ray Swim Team
dropped its first meet of the
season, a 417-203 decision to
Paducah at the Noble Park
pool in Paducah Thursday.
Eric Abazoris led Murray
with four first-place finishes.
He won ten-and-under events
in the freestyle, individual
cneclley, breaststroke and
butterfly.
Mike Hollway won 14-and-
under events in the freestyle
and backstroke.
Robin Ray won ages 15-18
events in the freestyle and was
a member of the winning
freestyle relay team.
Charlotte Shroat won 14-
and-under events in the
backstroke and the individual
medley.
The team travels to
Greenville Wednesday for a 5
p.m. meet. Its next home
contest will be Thursday with










Milwaukee 4, Cleveland 3, 11 innings
Boston 5, Seattle 4
Minnesota 3, Detroit 1
Chicago 6. Kansas City 1
Baltimore 5, Oakland 4
Texas 13, Toronto 2
New York 4. Calif orma 0
$1011111 S taws
(leveland 3-1, Milwaukee, 0-4
Baltimore 2, Oaldand
California 3, New York!
Seattle 3, Boston 2
Kansas City 34, Chicago 2-11, 1st
game 11 innings
Minnesota I. Detroit 4
Texas 3, Taranto 2
Iladad'a Maw
New York (Clay I-3i at Boston i Tient
6411. I 0)
Seattle ( House 4-4 at Chicago
Scheeler 3-11, in
Cleveland (Clyde 4-I at Kansas City
Leonard 641, In
Oakland 'Johnson 4-3 at Texas
Matlack 5-7 i„ n
Only Games Scheduled
Twary. s irms.
New Yort at Boston. e n
Detroit at Toronto. n
- Her seventh triumph this
year, the most since Whit-
worth won that many in 1973.
No other woman has won
more than once in 1978.
- Her 15th round of par or
lower in her last 16.
Blalock and Massey, tied at
3-under 216. marveled over
Lopez' deftness around the
slick, fast greens.
'Twenty-footers are gim-
mes to her, She's the best
1011' MUM
Ibsen I-
10 and under. 1. Eric Abazons. 2.
Robert Hopkins.
12 and under: 2. C. Franklin, R.
Marquardt, R Perrin, E. Abazoris
14 and under: 1. M. Holloway, C.
Frankhn. B. Wyatt, ft. Marquardt
15-18 2 C Perches, M. Sykes. 51
Holloway. A Dunn
namovir
and under 3. Tripp Nis
10 and under • I Eric
Robert Hopkins
12 and under: 3. Chris Franklin
14 and under 1 fake Holloway
15-18. 2. Chip Fortes
Sidarads
10 and uhder 1 Robert Hopkins
14 and under 1 Mike Ho
15-18 3 Andy Dunn Irlik
reviles **Me
10 and under 1. Eric Abaeorlit 2.
Robert Hopkins
14 and wider - 2. Mike Holloway
15-18: 3. Chip Furches
nosessisis
4 and under 3. Tripp Nix
10 and under: 1 Eric
Robert Hopkins
14 and under 2. Mike Holloway
15-18• 1 Chip Furches
IOWA,
10 and under 1 Erick Abazoris 2.
Robert Hopkins
14 Mai Moder: 2 Mike Holloway
• frown* I-
10 and under: 2. R. Hopkins, W Sim-
mons, M Hopkins, E. Abazons




























Cincinnati 6. St loos 5
New York 5, San Francisco 4
tsburgh 5. Atlanta 3
Houston S. Chicago 4
Montreal 6, Los Angeles 3
San Diego 7. Philadelphia 0
S.11401, • Germ
Atlanta 8. Pittsburgh 7
Cincinnati 4, St Louis 2
San Francisco 3-4. New York 0-3. 2nd
gone 10 inrungs
Los Angeles 5, Montreal 0
San Diego 1. Philadelphia 1
Houston 3. Chicago 1
Wein s Lewd




St loins at Philadelphia, n
Chicago at Pittsburgh. n
Montreal at New York, n
Atlanta at San Diego, n
Houston at Los Angeles. n
Cincinnati at San Fran'isco, n.
putter I've seen in my life,"
said Blalock, who needed a
birdie at 18 to force a playoff
with Lopez. Instead, she took a
bogey for a 74.
Massey continually beat
Lopez when both were
amateur stars. But not now.
And she knows why after
playing with the sensation in
the final round of the $75,000
tour stop.
"She was always an
aggressive player. Now she's
refined her short game. It's
gone haywire. It's un-
12 and under : 3. R Marquardt. R
PerrID, E. Atal1.0113, (' Franklin
14 and under 2 13 Wyatt.('. Franklin,
R. Marquardt, M Holloway




8 and under. 2 M Cappock, K.
Mobley, J. Hamrnat, Ii Brown
. /0 and wider: 2 L. Farris, M Bur-
chfield, V. Hays, L. Franklin. 3. E.
Marquardt, C. Walston. M Simmons, C.
West
12 and Wider 2 K Thomas, g. Wildey,
G. Shepard. L. Farris 3 K . Cranford. K. ,
Greene, K. Sykes, L. Schanbecher
14 and under • 1. K. Shepard, K.
Walston, S. Pltmni, C. Sbroat, 3. J.
Morris, K. Lewis, M. Conner, D. Adams '
15-1117. 2. R. Ray, K. Walston, M. Pit-
man, is. Duvall -
ftwarykr
II and wider: 1. Megan Cappock 3.
Kristy Mobley
10 and under:1. (*she Franklin
12 and under: 2. Lisa-Farris 3. Lori
Schanbacher
14 and under: 2. Kate Shepard 3. JW
Morris
12-11: 1. Robin Has 3 Martha Pitman
Wawa*
Slid ender 3. K nsty Mobley
/band lode,: 3 Vonnie Hays
12 and umber I. Kelly Thomas 2 Kelli
Cainallerd I. Greta Shepard
14 wed under I. Charlotte Shroat 2.
Kate Shepard
11-111; 1. Robin Ray 3, Martha Pitman
aitaissi "saw
8 and wider: 2 , Krtaty Mobley 3
Megan Cappock
IC and wider: 3. 'dingy Burchfiled
12 and under: 11.1Celly Thomas
14 and andar; 1. Charlotte Shroat 3 Jill
Morrie
15411: 2. Martha Pitman 3 Robin Ray
dranarrad
8 and under 2 Jennifer Hangmen 3.
Jennifer Rayburn
10 and under 1 Margy Burchfield
Laura Ferns
12 and under 3 Sherry Wildey
14 and under 1 Kathy Walston 2.
Suzanne Pitman 3 Missy Conner
15-18: 1. Marthialtinan
draw*
II and wider • 3. Misty Mobley
le and under: I. Untie Franldin
12 and wider: 8. Kelly Thomas 3
14 and under: 2. Suzanne Pitman 3.
Kate Shepard
13-58:2. Martha Pitman 3, Robin Ray
ressoysi tee
t Sandi under 2,.J. Hanunat, K Mobilet-
H. Kevin, J Rayburn '
10 and wider 2. C Walston, G Firsts,'
V. Hays. I. Frankhn 3. I. Marquardt, S.
Smith, S Barber, M Burchfield
12 and under. 1 X Thomas, S
Franklin, 1.. Ferris 3 K fkawford, G.
Slesperd,K Sykes, V Hays
14 and wider 1 X Shepord, S Pit-
Morris, (' Shroalt 2 B conley,
M. Canner, K I owls, D. Adams 3. M.
Greene, 1( Themes, C Rose, C Bell






























































Massey, whose 70 earned her a
Ironically, Lopez' putter
was not that sharp Sunday.
She required a so-so 33
strokes, but made the big one
- a 20-footer for birdie that
gave her sole command of the
lead at 17.
Lopez then stood by near the
scoring tent and watched
Blalock drive into the rough,
hit her approach shot right of
the green and chip 12 feet from
the hole.
Blalock would have need.ed
to hole that shot for a tie and
playoff. It was a bitter finish
for the 32-year-old veteran,
who went into the last round
with a 3-shot lead on Lopez.
"I wasn't counting my
chickens before they hat-
ched," said a sighing Lopez.
"Anything can happen in
golf."
Now it's on to Hershey, Pa.,
in a bid to extend her record to
six in a row in a $50000 tour
stop beginning Friday. And
she does not believe it will be
an anticlirnatic trip.
bogey that left him with a 72-
hole total of 1-over 285.
"If you ever had a putt to
Will the Open or the Masters,
that was the one you'd want,"
North said. "It was uphill and
straight. I just made solid
contact."
North, whose only previous
victory came in the 1977
Westchester Classic, held a
seemiagly comfortable five-
stroke lead during portions of
Sunday's final round, thanks
to birdies at the fourth and,
fifth holes.
"lIp through the seventh
hole, I was hitting everything
solid," he said. "I had no
worries."
But he badly hooked his iron
off the eighth tee which
started a string of three
straight bogeys - and his lead
melted to two shots. Birdies at.
the par-5 llth hole and the par-
4 13th put him in a com-
manding position once again,
but he was wild off the tee at
No. 14 and took bogey. Then
disaster struck at the par-3
15th, where North hit into a
trap, left the ball in the trap on
his second shot and wound up
with a double bogey.
He then led Stockton by a
single stroke and Snead by
two, with three difficult holes
left to play.
Playing conservatively - "I
was just trying to make pars,"
he said - North maintained'
his lead into the treacherous
18th hole, a 480-yard, uphill
par-4 that is guarded by a long
lake on the left side and has
been the most difficult hole
throughout the tournament.
Stockton, playing just ahead
of North, drove into the rough,
was short with his second shot
and took a bogey-5 on the hole.
Snead skipped his drive off the
water and back onto the
fairway for a par.
DENVER APi Final scores and
money-winiurigs Sunday in the 78th
Uruted Stiles Open Golf Championship
on the 7,063-yard, per-7I Cherry Hills
Country Club course denotes
amateur.
Andy North, $45,000 
79-7031-74- 253
Dave Stockton, $19,750 
71-72-70-72-200
J C Snead, $19,750 
Hale Irwin, 13,000 
89-7473-70-- 295
Tom Weiskopf , $13,000 
77-72-704&-
Tom Watson, 17,548 
7475.70-70 289
Andy Bean, 27.548 
72-72-71-74-2M
Jack Nicklaus, $7,548 ...........
7349-74-71-239
Bill Kratzert, $7,548 
Gary Player, 87.546 
71770-77
Johnny Miller, $7,548 
72-72-74-73-291
Raymond Floyd, 43,400 
71-70-70-70- 291
Mike McCullough, 23,400 . . .
75-75-7344-291
Seve Ballesteros, $2,650 
7549-71-77-M2
Artie McNickle, $2,650 
Jerry Pate, $2,650 
Bob Sheerer, $2,560 
75-72-71-71-292
Tom Kite, 22,287 
71-73-75-74-293
Wally Armstrong. $2,287 
7343-74-73--293
Dale Douglass, 42,100 
74-75-74-72-295
Toni Purtzer, $2,100 
75-72-73-76-295
Victor Regalado, $2,100 
50% OFF REALISTIC® CASSETTE
Stock up now for all your recording
needsl Buy one cassette and get the
second FREE- no limit Record music to
take with you on summer trips, to the
beach, on picnics Make live recordings
of summer events, concerts, family
gatherings Take advantage of this cas-
sette tape bargain now-the more you
buy, the more you'll savel Buy 'ern by the
case and save up to $13.14 (C90)! Sale
ends 6/30/78
RADIO SHACK OWNS AND OPERATES 21 ELECTRONICS FACTORIES!
Olympic Plaza
12th Street











PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
















































When the Cincinnati Reds
first' called up Manny Sar-
relent° from the minors in
1976, they probably didn't
know they were getting three
players.
Sarmiento is a pitcher who
can't be pigeon-holed, and he
has played three completely
different roles for the Cin-
cinnati Reds -- starter, short
reliever and long reliever.
Sunday, it was the latter as
the Reds beat the St. Louis
Cardinals 4-2, enhancing an
estimation by Manager
Sparky Anderson that Sar-
miento is the Reds' "most
valuable player" this year.
"Manny is so iMpOrtant to
this team," said Fred Nor-
man, who owed Sunday's
AUTO RACING
CAMBRIDGE JUNCTION,
Mich. - Cale Yarborough
scored a 13-second victory
over David Pearson in the
Gabriel 400-mile Grand
National stock car race.
Ytrborough averaged
149.564 mph in his Oldsmobile.
Benny Parsons finished
third, beating Dave Marcis by
a car length, while Donnie
Allison edged Richard Petty
for fifth.
ANDERSTORP, Sweden -
Niki Lauda of Austria, driving
his controversial Bra bham BT
46 "suCker," captured the
Swedish Grand Prix.
Lauda, clocked in 1 hour, 41




victory to Sarmiento's relief
work. "He comes out and does
what he has to do. He throws
strikes and nothing bothers
him."
Elsewhere in the National
League, the Los Angeles
Dodgers blanked the Montreal
Expos 5-0. the San Diego
Padres tripped the
Philadelphia Phillies 4-1, the
Atlanta Braves edged the
Pittsburgh Pirates 8-7 and the
Houston Astros turned back
the Chicago Cubs 3-1.
In Sarmiento's latest outing,
the slightly-built right-hander
worked out of a bases-loaded
Jam in the sixth inning behind
Norman and permitted just
one hit over the last four in-
nings. That was the third save
to go along with six victories
and a nifty 2.06 earned run
average.
"We're hot," said Sar-
miento after nailing down
Cincinnati's fifth straight
victory, "and we're going to
catch the San Francisco
Giants. We may win 20 in a
row."
The Reds have plenty of
time to overtake the National
League West front-runners, of
course. The Giants were
merely two games in front of
the Reds after Sunday's
doubleheader sweep of the
New York Mets, 3-0 and 4-3 in
10 innings.
Giants 3-4, Mets 0-3
Vida Blue fired a five-hitter
in the opener and Rob An-
drews belted a run-scoring
single in 10th inning of the
second game to lead San
Francisco's doubleheader
sweep of New York.
Blue registered his first
National League shutout and
struck out 10 in the first game.
The Giants won the nightcap
off reliever Dale Murray when
Mike -Sadek led off with a
single, winning pitcher Randy
Moffitt sacrificed and An-
drews grounded a single up
the middle.
Dodgers 5, Expos 0
Don Sutton fired a six-hitter
and Steve Garvey and Lee
Lacey knocked in two runs
each, leading Los Angeles
over Montreal. The shutout
was the first this year for the
veteran righthander and the
48th of his career, second
among active National
League pitchers.
Padres 4, Phillies 1
Gaylord Perry and Rollie
Fingers combined on an eight-
hitter, pitching San Diego over
Philadelphia. Perry struck out
five and walked one before
needing relief help in the ninth
from Fingers, who notched his
16th save.
Braves 8. Pirates 7
Rowland Offices' three-run
homer keyed a seven-run first
inning outburst that triggered
Atlanta past Pittsburgh. The„._
Braves sent 12 batters to the
plate in the rally that chased
Pirates starter Jim Bibby.
Astros 3, Cubs 1
Tom Dixon and Joe Sambito
combined on a four-hitter and
Art Howe knocked in two runs
as Houston beat Chicago.
Dixon allowed all four Cubs
hits over the first seven in-
nings ' while registering his




(AP) - Jimmy Connors has
now run his string of winning
tennis sets to 36 and is fast
becoming the man to watch at
Wimbledon.
Connors demolished the
Raul Ramirez of Mexico 6-3, 6-
1, 6-2 Sunday with the same
form he has shown since
arriving in England two weeks
ago for the Beckenham
tournament after two months
of enforced rest because of
illness.
"I wouldn't mind if I played
like that at Wimbledon," he
remarked afterward,
collecting a set of crystal and
the $19,000 top prize in the
$125,000 John Player tourney




• 2 pieces of fish filet





, PLUS REG. DRINK
ONLY
Reg. $ 2.07 Save 60(
Captain D's.
Offer good thru June 30, '78
Murray , Ky.
753-9383
prepare for the really big one.
Wimbldon, held south of
London, begins a week from
now. Connors last won its
men's singles title in 1975.
Ramirez, soundly beaten
recently by both Connors and
last year's Wimbledon champ
Bjorn Borg, said there is no
doubt in his mind that Connors
will take the Wimbledon title
this year.
-He is playing so well on
grass. Surely he cannot be
beaten at Wimbledon," said
Ramirez.
Ramirez played valiantly
and well, with varied ground
strokes, but he was so over-
powered by Connors that he
won only three of 12 service
games.
Connors seemed mentally
and physically refreshed and
said he was playing better
than at any time since his
previous Wimbledon victory
three years ago.
He will put the final gloss on
his game at a secret hideaway
this week, missing a tour-




'As a manager, you want to
get as many runs as you can.
That makes things a lot
easier," said Baltimore's Earl
Weaver. "But all you need is
one run more than the other
team. That's all."
And that's all the Orioles
have been getting for Jim
Palmer.
Palmer extending his
winning streak to seven
games Sunday with eight
innings of four-hit pitching as
the Orioles trimmed Oakland
2-1.
The Orioles reached second
place, since their victory
combined with New York's 3-2
loss to California Sunday to
drop the Yankees to third in
the American League's East
Division.
The triumph also brought
the Orioles a game closer to
the first-place Red Sox, who
saw their nine-game winning
streak snapped by Seattle's 3-2
victory. Meanwhile, Min-
nesota beat Detroit 8-4, Texas
trimmed Toronto 3-2,
Cleveland beat Milwaukee 3-0
before losing 4-1 in the
nightcap of their
doubleheader, and Kansas
City edged Chicago 3-1 In 11








Optioned Wayne Cage, first
baseman, to Portland of the
Pacific Coast League,
NEW YORK YANKEES -
Placed Mickey Rivers, out-
fielder, on the 15-day sup-
plemental disabled list.
Replaced him on roster with
Catifsh Hunter, pitcher.
SEATTLE MARINERS -
Placed Rupert Jones, out-
fielder, on the disabled list.
Purchased the contract of
Tom Paciorek, outfielder,
from San Jose of the Pacific
Coast League.
TORONTO BLUE JAYS




pitcher, from Charleston of
the International League.
LOS ANGELES DODGERS
- Recalled Bob Welch, pit-






Signed Rick Barry, forward,
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Palmer Win, Overtake Yankees
routed the Royals 11-0 in the
nightcap.
-A typical 2-1 game," said
Palmer, who has been given
just 15 runs of support over the
seven-game stretch. During
the streak, five games have
been decided by one run, in-
cluding three 1-0 triumphs.
But with Palmer's typical
stellar pitching, the two runs
Sunday were enough to give
Baltimore its 18th victory in
the last 20 games. Since the
righthander began his streak
on May 20, the Orioles are 24-6.
The victory didn't do much
for McKeon's A's, who now
have lost 11 in a row and have
scored just 21 runs in the
process.
Mariners 3, Red Sox 2
Seattle's Bob Robertson
doubled home Bill Stein in the
sixth to break a 1-1 tie and
Stein made it 3-1 in the eighth,
helping the Mariners snap a
10-game losing streak and
hand the Red Sox their first
home loss to a West Division
team after 16 victories.
Angels 3, Yankees 2
Ron Fairley's ninth-inning
home run carried the Angels
past the Yankees and angered
New York Manager Billy
Martin, who said he sent
coach Art Fowler to the
mound to tell pitcher Ed
Figueroa to pitch around
Fairly.
Chris Knapp, 7-5, struck out
seven Yankees, including
Reggie Jackson four times,
before a Bat Day crowd of
55,090.
Twins 8, Tigers 4
Willie Norwood drove in the
deciding run with a fifth-
inning sacrifice fly, helping
Minnesota win its sixth in a
row while handing Detroit its
seventh consecutive loss.
Rangers 3, Blue Jays 2
Bobby Thompson's perfect
two-out bunt single in the
bottom of the ninth inning
scored Bobby Bonds with the
winning run as Texas handed
Toronto its Ilth loss in the last
13 games.
Indians 3-1, Brewers 0-1
Ben Oglivie's two-run
homer, Paul Molitor's steal of
home and the pitching of Jerr)
Augustine and Bill Castro
carried Milwaukee past
Cleveland after Rick Waits'
six-hitter helped the Indianb
snap the Brewers' 10-game
winning streak in the first
game.
Royals 3-0, White Sox 2-17
Darrell Porter's 11th-inning
single gave Kansas City its
victory in the opener. Then
Eric Soderholm hit two solo
home rams and Claudell
Washington and Chet Lemon
hit two-run shots to give the





Custom Power Cushion Polyglas
A78-13 whitewall, plus




























F78-14 $37.00 $2 34









Power e 5 60.15 or A711-13
blacewall, plus

















Heavy duty construct' n for heavy duty perfor-
mance (Load Range C or 1) Bias-ply, nylon cord,
beefy rib tread five ribs wi.ie A great buy at regu-
lar prices . . an even greater value now Tirt;-up
today!
700-IS TT. tit C plus




MAIN CNECIII - If we sell out of your size we will issue you a rain
theca. assurinp future delvers, at the advertised price















7.50-16 IT $58.75 $50.50 $3.64
8.00-16.5 TL 349.75 $44.50 $3.25
8.00-16.9AL $58.35 $49.50
8.75-16.5 TL $69.25 $59.00









PROTECTS MOVING PARTS -
ENSURES QUIET OPERATION
• Complete oil change and chassis lubri-
cation • Ensures smooth performance,
reduces the changes of wear • Please
phone for appointment • Includes light
trucks
Front-End Alignment
and 411 re Rotation
irt beer drive *Yr bided
HELPS PROTECT TIRES
AND VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
• 1neprel and rotate all 4 tirrs • Set
aster, camber, and toe-in to factory
specifications • Inspect suspension and
steering system • Most l/ S. cars -some•
imports
s 88 Aet,.,c,.,,. Curl it parts aid, nee.1
Engine Tune-Up
S3988
111C1444S parts and labor
no tetra charge for Si,
conditrOned cars Electron,
b-csl ignition Cr% $4 less
53488 4"I 54688 "1
HELPS ENSURE BETTER GAS
MILEAGE AND PERFORMANCE
• I-.1e( ronii i•noini..t harping. and start •
,ng system ana4 sis • Install neet [mints.
plugs. condenser. rotor • Set dwell and
timing • Acbust carburetor Ent erillnlIMN
• Includes Datsun. To% tit... VW. and
light trucks
Just Say 'Charge It
Use any of these 7 other ways to buy Our Own-
Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
• BapkAmericard • American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash
Goodyeir Revolving Charge Account
GOODIVEAR
For more good years in your car




• GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES




















An economist in the UK
College of Agriculture expects
a higher price trend for corn
on into early summer or later,
but is less optimistic about




that late planting and its
potential for reducing corn
yields will add strength to the
corn market. Prospects also
are for less acreage than last
year.
"Corn acreage in the U. S.
likely will be down more than
the 4 percent cut indicated
earlier by planting in-
tentions," says the economist.
"One factor is participation in
the government acreage set-
aside program, and another is
that farmers could not work
some fields early enough to
plant corn."
Soybean prices recently
were getting a boost from the
late planting situation and
from reports of a small crop in
Brazil, according to Callahan.
But he looks for a downturn in
soybean prices when the
market reacts to prospects for
a larger crop from an increase
in acreage on top of adequate
carryover stocks.
"The downturn in soybean
prices could come as early as
June 9 when the USDA report
on acreage is released," says
Callahan.
Earlier planting intentions
were for 63 million acres of
soybeans in the U. S., 4 million
more than last year. A larger
increase is likely, says
Callahan, as a result of some
shifting from corn to soybeans
caused by the late, wet spring.
The marketing specialist
advises farmers to delay
selling corn on the basis of
good prospects for higher
prices. This applies to sales of
inventories on hand and to
forward pricing for 1978
production by contracting or
by hedging in the futures
market.
For a signal of when to price
the new corn crop ahead,
Callahan advises keeping a
close watch on prices of the
December futures contract.
He says that the price trend;
which is up now, is more
important than the price level
in deciding when to establish a
price for the new crop coming
on.
"Go with the trend as long
as it is your favor," recom-
mends Callahan. "Delay sales
of 1978 production until
December corn futures prices
start trending down."
The same principle applies
to soybeans but the timing is
more uncertain, according to
the marketing specialist.
"Watch the price trend for
the November soybean
futures contract," advises
Callahan. "Sell 1978 crop
soybeans when the November
futures prices start trending
down, but hold until that
happens."
Brussels sprouts are delicious
when they are cooked and
served with a cream sauce enli-
vened with grated Swiss

















1. Herd Mineral Vitamin Sup-
plement
2. Farm-O-Mineral. A salt-free
100% mineral.
3. Dairy Mineral 12-12
4. Super Cattle Booster Pack -
for growing young heifers and
steers.
ARMINGTON FEED
F FARM SUPPLY, INC.
FARMINGTON, KT.
feeding programs you can believe in
Nutrena Feeds
Big Red in the field



















to allow an increase in beef
imports will "have a
damaging effect on every beef
producer in Kentucky," ac-
cording to the state's top farm
official.
Agriculture Commissioner
Tom Harris also noted in a
recent telephone interview





came when beef producers
were "getting out of a period
where they were losing money
on every animal they sent to
market."
In an administration at-
tempt to slow fast-rising meat
prices, Carter announced last
week that he will allow the
importation of an additional
200 million pounds of foreign
Diseases Reported
On Wheat Crops
A report from the UK
College of Agriculture in-
dicates much of Kentucky's
wheat crop is infected with a
fungus and that several other
diseases are expected to affect
the small grain.
The fungus disease,
reported to be widespread in
the state, is Septoria leaf
blotch. Other wheat diseases
expected to show up soon are
yellow dwarf virus, powdery
mildew, rust and take-all
disease.
Dick Stuckey, plant
pathologist, says that the
weather holds the key to how
much damage will be done to
the wheat crop. Wet weather
and moderate temperatures,
he says, are conditions that
favor a buildup of the
diseases.
Spraying fields with foliar
fungicides, reported to in-
crease wheat yields in some
neighboring states, is in the
experimental stage in Ken-
tucky, according to Stuckey.
He explains that research has
been done by the Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment
Station, and is continuing, but
results have been in-
conclusive.
"Foliar fungicides have not
been proven to be effective or
ineffective iii controlling the
diseases and increasing wheat
yields under Kentucky con-
ditions," says Stuckey.
He offers the following
guidelines for farmers who
want to try foliar fungicides in
their wheat fields:
Sprays generally produce
their maximum benefit if
applied on potentially high-
yielding wheat when all but
uppermost leaf shows disease
symptoms at heading time
and during wet weather
conditions.
Two applications should be
made—the first at the flag leaf
emergence stage and the
second 10-14 days later.
Use either Dithane M45 or
Manzate 200 at the rate of 2
pounds per acre, applying the
fungicide by air in at least 5
gallons of water. Addition of a
spreader-sticker material
may or may not improve
results.
Since foliar fungicides are in
an experimental stage under
Kentucky conditions, Stuckey
suggests leaving untreated
areas in a field to serve as
check plots necessary to
determine whether or not
treatment is beneficial. Then
compare yields harvested
from the same size areas in
the treated and untreated
portions of each field.
"Yield comparisons are not
valid if made between dif-
ferent fields, different
varieties or different years,"
saysStuckey.
Looking ahead to next
year's wheat crop, the plant
pathologist points out that
certain management prac-
tices will reduce disease
problems. They include late-
planting, clean tillage, a 3 or 4
year crop rotation, and
planting clean, chemically-
treated seed.
One variety, Oasis, has
shown more tolerance to leaf




from Extension Specialists et
the UK College or Agriculture
When you shop, compare
costs of different forms of
foods (fresh, frozen, canned,
dried, etc.). To find the best
buy, divide the price by the
number of servings—the lower
price per serving is the
thriftiest choice. And when
you buy foods already
prepared by the manufac-
turer, like a frozen pizza,
remember that you'll usually
have to pay more than if you
prepared the food yourself
because the manufacturer has
done much of the work for




Look for closed, compact
tips, smooth round spears, a
fresh appearance and a rich
color, say food specialists
with the Cooperative Exten-
sion Service of UK'! College













Fertilizer Facility - 753-5157
Road . ( Murray
beef this year.
According to estimates by
government economists, the
additional beef could slow the
rise in beef prices later this
year by up to 5 cents per
pound.
Other experts, however, say
the effect will probably be a 1
or 2 cent drop in the price of a
pound of beef.
Harris said the average
Kentuckian consumes about
74.5 pounds of beef a year. If
the imported beef results in a
5-cent drop in prices, Ken-
tucky consumers could save
about 83.73 a year at the
grocery; if the drop is 1 cent,
the savings would amount to
about 75 cents.
Harris' statement about a
slight move toward recovery
in the beef industry is
reflected in recent figures
from the Kentucky Crop &
Livestock Reporting Service.
Beef cattle prices received
by Kentucky farmers were
higher in May than they had
been since 1973, according to
the reporting service, and
showed a marked increase
over those recorded in May
1977.
Last year, beef prices
averaged $34.20 per hundred
pounds; this year, the amount
had increased to $48.30.
Despite the increases,
Harris said beef producers are
"not getting rich out of it.
They're just getting to the
point where they're making a
little money on the investment
they've made."
But soaring beef prices led
the recent jump in consumer
prices which registered in
April their biggest monthly
increase in more than a year.
There still remains a big
gap between what farmers are
receiving and what consumers
are spending for beef. In
April, the national average
price for choice-grade cuts
was almost $1.63 a pound,
according to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
"I think a lot of people look
at the cost of living raise and
think the farmer is getting it
all," Harris said. "That isn't
so," he added, because of
other factors involved, in-
cluding shipping, packaging,
marketing and other so-called
"middleman" costs.
FARMERS!



















Can't get out to make
a deposit today? No
problem. Now we're as
close to you as your
nearest mail box! You
can do most transac-
tions by mail for sav-




If The Weather Has Put
You Behind On Your Planting...
We Have A Way To
Help You Catch Up!






30 — 60 — 90
DAYS
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION WE ARE THE
COMPETITION!!
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO
JUNCTION OF MY 121 SEDALIA — MAYFIELD
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I THINK THE LOHOLE IDEA
OF CREATUgES Of SUPERIOR
INTELLIGENCE TRLI1N6 TO
CONTACT (15 15 STUPID!
50 I'LL
GO OVER
EVERY TH I NG
BEFORE WE
GET THERE
power due to the decline of the
dollar.
Until the December meeting
in Abu Dhabi, Jaidah said, the
cartel has agreed to maintain





meeting of Murray State
University Persons interested
in teaching-scholarship ex-
cellence will be held Tuesday,
June 20, from 12:15 to two p.m.
in the lobby of Ordway Hall of
the Murray State campus.
This will be sponsored by the
United Campus Ministry.
The idea of a "Faculty
Fellows" type of program will
be explored by those in-
terested in academic ex-
cellance. The goal is to
organize a definite program
by fall.
This will be a sack lunch
affair. Those wishing to bring
their own lunch may do. so or
others may order a lunch for
one dollar by calling the
United Campus Ministry, 753-
3531. Drinks will be provided.
MOThEIZ TR1E7
TO CALL ME ON ME
NONE T1415,MORNING
GENKVA, Switzerland
(AP) — The OPEC oil cartel
agreed today to freeze world
petroleum prices for the next
six months but to raise them
igain next Jan. 1.
The size of the 1979 increase
will be determined at a
meeting of the 13-rfiqrnber
Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries next Dec.
16 based on a report by a
newly established special
committee, it was announced
by OPEC Secretary-General
All Jaidah.
He said the committee,
headed by Kuwait's oil
minister, All Khalifa al-
Sabah, would examine further
how OPEC's members could
protect themselves from the








BUTTONS BUTTONED • • •
OKAY.'
price of $15.70 per 42-gallon
barrel. But he and other
delegates would not rule out
the possibility of a price rise
before then, saying an ex-
traordinary OPEC pricing
session could be called
anytime.
"It is in his (Sabah's
capacity to convene any time
any meeting whenever he
deems necessary," Jaidah
said when asked about the
potential for a 1978 increase.
The decision to freeze prices
for now was a victory for
Saudi Arabia and Iran,
OPEC's two biggest producers
and the two closest friends of
the United States in the
organization.
But the decision to maintain
the base price at the level set a
year ago came as no surprise.
Libyan Oil Miniter Izz ad-Din
al-Mabruk, whose govern-
ment is one of the cartel's
price hawks, told reporters at
the start of the meeting
Saturday he did not expect
any change before the end of
the year.
Although he expressed some
personal dissatisfaction
today, al-Mabruk noted that
the decision was unanimous.
Iraq, Algeria and others
urged an increase in the oil
price because of inflation and
the decline in value of the U.S.
dollar, the currency used in
the international oil trade. A
study prepared by the OPEC
secretariat said these two
factors had cut the real price
of a $12.70 barrel of oil to $7.
But Saudi Arabia and its
supporters argued that an
increase would not stick
because of the current world
oil surplus, swelled by
production from Mexico, the
North Sea and Alaska, and the
summer reduction in con-
sumption in the industrialized
countries of the northern
hemisphere.
Experts say a 5 percent
increase in OPEC's basic
price means a 11/2-cent-per-
gallon increase at U.S.
gasoline pumps.
Despite the surplus, the
National Iranian Oil Co.
reported in Tehran today that
its oil exports in May in-
creased 19 percent over the
April figure.
NEWS OF THE CENTURY-SPS Jack Scott of the Hopkinsville bat-
talion of the 100th Army Reserve Division points out a story
about the unit in the latest issue of the division newspaper.
Scott and Maj. Bob McGaughey of Murray, the division in-
formation officer, are currently participating in two weeks of
summer camp at Ft. Knox. They and the other members of the
division information section are responsible for publicizing the
activities of the Reserve division.
THE PHANTOM daily comic strip is omitted from today's comics because it has not been received from the feature syndicate.The serial will be restarted as soon as the material is received.




Did he miss your ad while out walking the dog?
He wouldn't have, if it had been in
Your ad in the The Murray Ledger & Times will still be there when he comes
back to the house. The Murray Ledger & Times ads are there in permanent ink
that won't just appear for so many seconds, so many times a day. It's there
when your customer has time to read and study it: items prices, descrip-
tion, savings, service — everything you want to tell and show him. Your
customer won't say "I think I heard part of that just as the doorbell rang"
"No we had company Thursday and didn't even turn or the radio or TV."
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING DOESN'T COST...IT PAYS!
Well give your customer a permanent reason for shopping with you.
PAGE )0 T141 MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TINES, Monday, Juno 19, 1978 PAGE II TN
OPEN SHOP IN THE CIASSIFIEne
1161" FOR MORE NOM REMO1, legal PlotIce`
PUBLW NOTICE
All interested persons
are hereby notified that
a copy of the annual
budget of the city of
Hazel, Ky. is available
for public inspection at
Hazel City Hall from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. on the leith
to 20th of each month.
2 Notice
BIBLE FACTS INC. If
we decide to serve God,
then we must do it His
way. Proberbs 16:25
states "There is a way
that seemeth right unto
a man. but the end
thereof are the ways of
death." The Bible is the
only source of in-
formation that is in-
spired by God, and is for
our information and
edification, II Timothy
3:16,17 For Bible study







be submitted by 12



















'hiring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
Size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 12.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking
1ot, use our rear en-
trance.












requested to chock th•
first insretoon of ads for
correction This
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BIBLE FACTS INC. -
Jesus says in John 14:6
"I am the way, the
truth, and the life: no
man Comet!) unto the
Father, but my me."
Bible Services Satur-
days, 3 p.m. to 430 p.m.














Care   753-6622
Pisan Control .  753-7588
Senior Citizens .  153-0979
  75341ED





































needed in Murray area
for full details on this
business opportunity
write Rae Borgarding,





applications for an out






my home 4-9 p.m. June
and July, 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. during school year.
Must have own tran-
sportation and willing to
do light housekeeping.















Pert clays NW pert nights OP41




$250 PER WEEK stuffing
envelopes already
stamped and addressed.
Free supplies. Send self
addressed stamped
enevelope to : Living
Patriot Star Route,
Gallipolis, OH 45631.
WANT LADY to clean
house once a week or












application for an out













be neat and dependable.
Sales and-or art and
display abilities helpful.
Apply in person only at
the College Shop.









WE DO masonry work,
anything in brick or
block. Specialize in
repair work. Phone 1-
901-243-4651.
10 Business Opportunity




start ups. Any worth
while project con-
sidered. $5,000 and up.
Call 502-885-1795 bet-








RULE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone 753-7273.




WANT TO BUY STAN-
DING timber. Will pay
top peices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757.
WILL BUY onion wheat.
Call Doug Sharp, 489-
2691.
WANT TO buy 1-3 acres of
land with trees on water
system. 753-8491 after 5
p.m.
15 Articles For Sale
COPYING PAPER
11401 Cat sly so
PRINTING
5111inch•stier Siorviees
10/ N Otli 753-S$7












15 Articles For Sale
WE OYANDSELLuseo
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
KINGWOOD HEATERS
- automatic, brick lined
cast iron grates. Deluxe
porcelain enamel
cabinet, lift off cook
surface top. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
TIRE SALE - Polyester




$21.19 plus $1.94 FET,
E78x14", $22.15 plus
$2.30 FET, F78x14",
$22.47 plus $2.44 FET,




$28.29 plus $3.13 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9'
practically new. All
hardware. $49. Call 759-
1117 after 4 p.m.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill




Totter, Slide, Swing Bar.
A place for two swings.
Call 753-6531.
SKIL SAW sale, model
574, $32.99, model 559,
$44.95, model 552, $89.95,





used cars and trucks.
Will trade for anything






Tile and Marble, South
9th.. Call 753-5719.
FOR SALE, good 220









grain fed-age de beef
Front quarter, 89 cents a
pound, whole or half 99
cents a pound, hind






8201 off 641. One mile





Hodge L Son, Inc.
205 So 551.
FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'x4'
50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
1203 Story Avenue.
WET STATION for
beauty salon. $200 or









641 Of 753 4471
16 Home Furnishings





matching chair and 40"
electric stove in ex-
cellent condition Also






and Tappan made. Can
be seen at 1709 Johnson.
759-4840,
APPROXIAMTELY 18'
base and wall cabinets,
coppertone range, hood
cook top. double sink,
entire group, $300. Also
a small desk. $10. 489-
2285 after 6 p.m.
16 New
Patterns
Of vinyl cushion floor






















Vinson Tractor Co. 753-
4892.
FOR SALE tobacco ana
tomato sticks. Call 489-
2126.






till four row drill with




don't buy from anyone
until you get our quote.





FOR SALE 1974 BLUE
and silver metallic
Checkmate. Lots of
extras. For more in-
formation call 354-6419.
17 FT FIBERGLASS




house, 25 ft. aluminum
hull. New motor, new
steam curtains, sleeps




105 hp Chrysler, sleep 2-
4, $3000. 753-6073 or 753-
5216.
BOMBER BASS boat,
fully equipped, 65 hp
Mercury, MiStM custom




Marine and Auto. Bob
Cook, 317 N. 4th. 767-
4386 or 759-1181.
TWO OVER outboard
motors, 8,1 h.p. One






NEW 1978 MODEL 8 hp
boat motor Call 759-1825
from 8-5, 753-2863 after 5.
--
1477 SOMERSET 161/2ft.,
175 h p, Evinrude.
Brown and gold metal
flake. Call 753'8647.
-
40 H. P. JOHNSON 15,?2'






Across from Irving Cobb
Hotel. Ph 443-3879 Shop
if you like, but check our
















SHEAR model 2201 with
weedeater model 500 or
507. Roto shear model
2201 only $36.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
RADIAL TIRE Sale -
Steel belted premium
grade white wall,
GRI8x14" or 15", $43.65
plus $2.97 FET,
HR78x14" or 15", $45.42
plus $3.15 FET,
JR78x15" or LR78x15",
$48.40 plus $3.47 FET.
Wallin Hardware Paris.
26 TV Radio
78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
66G three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.




stereos for only $12.00
per month. Clayton's
( Formerly J & B
Music), 753-7575.
WANTED RESPON-
SIBLE party to take up
payment like new color
TV. Clayton's (formerly
J and B Music 753-7575.
27 Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE, 2 bedroom,
- 1973 mobile home,_
moving must sell cheap.
492-8407.
71' ARMOUR DOUBLE
wide trailer for sale. 759-
1219 until 3, 753-3337
after 5.
FOR SALE- 1959 Star
Mobile Home 10' X 55',
furnished, good Quality
and good condition.
Phone 753-3895 or 753-
3482.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TRAILER FOR RENT.




Lake front home for
lease. 3 bedroom-2
baths. Owner looking for
mature couple only. $300
per month. Phone 436-
5479.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.











60 days. Call 753-8668.






rent. Bath and open
closet near campus, $85.
Call 753-4453 from 8-5.
ONE ROOM apt. fur-
nished. Working man
only $50.00 month. Call
753-3685.
34 Houses For Rent
LARGE 7 ROOM house
completely furnisted,
washer-dryer included,
6 acres of land. $300 per
month._ Call 437-4880.
NOW LEASING - new 2
bedroom duplex, central





and stove can be fur-
nished. For couple or
with 1 child. Four miles
out. $125 per month. Call
489-2595.
34 Houses For Rent
FIVE ROOM house for
retired couple for rent.
No pets. Call 753-7449.









Bucks and four Does.




FOR SALE, June apples,
You pick 'em, $3.50 per
bushel. Call 753-3536.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE - moving
out sale, furnitUre, and
miscellaneous items




June 19 at 9 and runs
through Friday, June 23.
Clothes, dishes, pant-





3 Bedroom home and 3 acres
ea 121 Seek. litre nice brick
mid stows home wit* family
rem, fireplace,
appli , marble bath,
ether beitt-ias. Kest see to
appreciate. Price has been
reduced to 559,500, well
below repiecernent costs.
Only 4 mites art and off 121
S. This los& y 3 BR 1/2 bath is
ideal for ow. who wants •
Se lot. Mame has lame
temily roan mid large kit.
clan_ Master SR is 11/2
15'.. Price redact/ to




2 acres of all day
southern exposure,
$3000. West on Hwy 464,






WITHIN 4 MILES OF
MURRAY?




( 200 x 660, include
water and have just
the restrictions you




3',-2 miles east of
Murray on the Ezell
Restrictions include:
-1500 minimum sq.







lPerice per lot is $7750 
HURRY!Only 3 lots
ft





bedroom mobile home in
Rolling Acres Sub-
division off Hwy 280.
Convenient to lake or
town. This home has
been rem'odelert for
comfortable permanent
living. New Central air
conditioning system, 2-
car carport with canopy
for protection from sup
and rain. Cats -heat for
economy and all fur-
nitur is included, large
block 12 x 20 building for
workshop or storage.
Must see all the extras
for only $16,995. Nelson
Slyest Ce. Realtors, 759-
1707.
112 ACRES with ap-
proximately one-third
• mile blacktop highway





those city blahs! ! Here
is a 3 bedroom brick to
enjoy with pride. From
entry hall, you enter the
plush carpeted living
room or family room
with fireplace or down
the carpeted hall to the 3
bedrooms with pegged








• ' Prof essional Services
With The Friendly Touch-
Family Size and Coun-





space. Located on 1




Estate, 105 N. 12th.
SELL YOUR FARM
through KOPPERUD
REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquires
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at 753-
1222. Also if you have
been wanting to pur-
chase acreage, contact
us for an update on
properties listed for sale
in Calloway County. We
at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a





home. This is located in









has new carpeting and
decorating. Look at this
and make an offer. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,











With The Fnendly Touch"
Make The World Go
Away.. .With 14 acres,
has perfect wooded
building site, plus 10
acres in crop, (seller's
share goes to new
owner.). Shade, open
land, creek, near city,
Don't let this one get
away. Boyd- Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
"AS DAY BREAKS."
listen to the rooster
crow, feed your horses
at your own country
farm house with plenty
of space-3 acre mini-
farm-located southwest.
Priced in the 20's. Call








round home in wooded
setting. Approximately
2700 square feet of living
area in the impressive
home with walk-out
basement. Central heat
and air, 2 fireplaces with
heatalator, extra 2-car




thoughout. Priced in the
60's and worth it: Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,






' Prof essional Services
With The Friendly Touch"
Where The Living Is
Easy. ..l acre, be mile
from Murray-2
bedroom B. V. home.
One stall horse barn,
horse lot, area for
dogs, excellent garden
area. Plus 20 apple
trees, grape arbor,
and lots of shade trees.
Priced right to go! Mid
30's. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
SWIM A LOT?
BUY A LOT ...
On beautiful Lake Barkely, five minutes by boat
from Barkley Lodge. One of the most unique and
scenic locations anywhere from this Panoramic
peninsula. Choice waterfront lots available at
reasonable n e es. Lots also for sale on Kentucky
Lake 
11 till 4° • •REALTY
71)Main Murray, Kentucky num*: 7 3-1222
THE COMMERCIAL CORNER!!!
Watch for our ads on Investment Properties in this
corner each week...
This week we are featuring...
Commercial Boat Dock on Malcolm Creek-
Kentucky Lake. Excellent part time income.
This opportunity includes modern (3) BR brick
home, fully equiped commercial boat dock
Mobile home and other rental income units.
IF YOU HAVE COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL or FARM





few Money Melling Taliteltoft• Mambo, Is
753-7411
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MARKET and in that
demand area of park
and shopping.. living
room with fireplace, 4
bedrooms, economic gas
heat. Priced in the 30's.
Reach for the phone







Uecie Jeffs Ske•Pail C""r
ESTABLISHEDBUSINESS
located in center of
Murray. Owner will
consider financing with
25 percent down, Don't
let this opportunity of a
life time pass you by.
Call LORETTA JOBS
, REALTORS today. 753-
_1492.
REDO AN OLDIE...make .
her shine.. Have your 3
acres and house up to
date. Has 50 x 20 block
building besides. Make
an offer. Also don't
forget to watch for our
ad on the building page
of the paper each
Tuesday. If you have
any questions on any of
our ads, please call or
come by our office and








rr AIN'T necessarily so
that good things must










011N , B.01( le
43 Real Estate
FOR SALE 742 acres,
well of water. 2 trailer
hookups. 1 mile from 94
East and Kenlake Golf
course. Call 437-4617.
FIGHT INFLATION
and begin investing for
the future with this
roomy 3 bedroom home
on 34 acre lot only
minutes from city
limits. Home features
study, 1'2 baths, central
heat and air, 2 car at-
tached garage. Lots has













901 Sycamore Murray, Pry
COMMERCIAL PRO-
PERTY for sale.
Located on South 12th
Street. Ideal location for
restaurant, or any retail
business. This is a 137' x
183' lot, prime business
location. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more in-
formation.
44 Lots For Sale
TWO LOTS for sale at
Cypress Cove. 170 x 100
ft. deep. Contact Mr. W.
F. Moreland, Marion,
Ky. 502-965-2911.
46 Homes For Sale
COMFORTABLE old
home on large corner




Will sell furnished or
unfurnished Call 753-
3349.











curtains with the house,





Monday-Friday--- 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00




3 bedroom brick in Bagwell Manor Subdivision. 2
baths, fully carpeted, built-in range afid-dish-




e Tea Alit 11,
Serving a most distinctive
Hill of Fnro.
A very unique breakfast menu,
20 different sandwiches, choice
steaks, dinners, seafood, the
biggest chef salads anywhere,
20 yarietes of fine imported tea.
plus many (Aber great things
to go overboard roe




AN ill MllPlGHT.PItlU41I AND SATURDA
7 AM TIP.. 111PM OM MOIDAT
-erg.
Amohkg-Platti GUIS FIED :11111116
46 Homes for Sale
SHERWOOD FOREST -
three beokroom brick,
two baths, formal living
area, large den with
circular fireplace,
kitchen-dining com-
bination, central air and
heat, other built-ins,
large corner lot. Phone
753-2452.,
3-1 1i, CARPETED,




HOUSE FOR SALE by
owner. 3 bedroom, I 1
baths, living room, den
with dining area, kit-
chen with built-in stove
utility room. Fenced N,i u





















ALWAY5 TOLD THEM IF YOU
and 10 producing fruit EVER WERE N WASHINGTON YOUtrees. 1614 Kirkwood. INTENDED TO STOP EW AND, SPEAKCall 753-8128.
%MR "
47 Motorcycles
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.
1973 750 HONDA eicellent




1973 HONDA 750 K-3, good
condition. Call 753-7388
after 8 p.m.
FOR SALE - 1976 280Z,
good condition. Call 442-
2426.
FOR SALE - 350
Yamaha, excellent
condition. $400 or best
offer. 753-6435 or 759-
4937.
BSA CUSTOM CHOP-
PER 650 engine. New
inside and out. Built
and painted by Jim
DeFew. a rigid frame,
Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome. Ridden





TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply. $27.57, plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris.




dition. 753-5368 after 5
p.m.
1972 FURY III, runs good
but needs new paint.




-All power, sharp. Call
Mayfield, 247-4293 after
5 p.m.
1975 JEEP CJ5 white and
blue. Levi editon. Call
753-5273.
'71 PLYMOUTH FURY
Grand Coup in good
__condition. Call 753-7438.
1977 PONTIAC Ventura,




bug, red. Good conditon.
Call 753-5273
1977 FORD LANDAU, 4
door, white and brown.
Nice Call 753-5273.
1971 OLDS Vista cruiser
station wagon, air
power, radial tires, good
condition. $895. '73
Dodge pick-up, short
and wide, 6 cyl., $1295
489-2595.
FOR SALE 1973 Datsun
610 wagon with factory
air, AM W-tape. Low
mileage. $1795. Call 753-
0011 after 5 p.m.
FORD, customized van.
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
AM:FM radio,
television, speakers
front and rear, couch.




49 Used Cars S Trucks
FOR SALE, 1973 Datsun
610 Station Wagon with
automatic transmission,
$1050. Call 753-9213.
NEW 1978 34 ton heavy
duty Chevy van. V-8,
automatic, power
steering and brakes, air
conditioner, radio, and
many other extras, 500
miles. Phone 753-2571.
1970 FORD LTD, 4 door,
good condition. Cruise




brakes and air, $1600.
753-2249
1976 PINTO runabout






Valiant, 4 door, 6
cylinder, automatic,
power steering and air.
$1595. 489-2595.
'74 CHEYENNE SUPER
It ton pickup with 8 ft.
bed, power steering and
brakes, air conditioning.
automatic, $2200. Can be
seen at 4th and Chestnut
or call 753-4112.
1962 PICKUP, half-ton
with new camper top.
Call 753-6471.
1971 OLDSMOBILE; 1949
Pontiac, straight 8; 1963
Corviar; all need engine
work all 435-4126.
1963 CHEVY pickup,
short step side, v-8




brown vinyl top, all




condition, $850 or best
offer . Call 753-0212








engine. Very clean. $995.
1803 College Farm Rd.
1969 FORD van,
automatic, mag wheels.
Side pipes. Carpet. Tape
player, bed. Good
condition. $1095. 1972
Plymouth Fury, 4 door,
power and air, good
condition. $995. Call 489-
2595.
1969 FORD, $300. Phone
753-9629 after 6:30.
1970 F 108 PICKUP, light
green. Call 753-5273.
1950 CHEVROLET, runs
good, drives good. $250.
Good 263' Chevy engine
and transmission. 1973
Vega Series GT, bad
-motor, good body, good
tires All for $250. Call
753-0085.
-
1978 MUSTANG II with 1-
top. Loaded with extras,
3,000 miles. Must sell or
take over payments. 753-
4112 or 753-0181
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1974 PINTO wagon
automatic, 45,000 miles
One owner. Clean. Call
753-8197. 
1973 CHEVROLET
pickup. Lots of extras.
Excellent condition. Call
437-4836 after 6 p.m.
1953 CHEVROLET 2-ton





low mileage, like new,
excellent condition,









1974 LTD Country Squire
Stettin Wagon. All
power and air. In extra
good condition with new
tires. $1750.00. Phone 1-
354-6217.
50. Campers
YES, WE HAVE the two
door model Nomad
travel trailer in stock.
Paschall Camper Sales,
5 mile South of Murray
on 641. Call 492-8186.
1972 STARCRAFT pop-
up camper, sleeps 6, has




sales has the new
fiberglass cargo cover,




dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-




with light weight easy-to-
install Eldorado Stone.
No costly footings or
foundations. 110 percent
fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we
















• Sears 7534110 tpi, free
estimates.
F.XPERIENcElf MAN






J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.








siding by Alcoa. Free
gutters with vinyl or
aluminum siding. Call
Byars Brothers and









7 to 3:30 ask for Shelley.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p. m. 753-7149.
ANY KIND OF
HAULING in city or
county. Call 759-1247
or 753-9685.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310




TWO BOYS wanting to





roofs sealed. Call Jack





Company Inc. Air con-













Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
p.m.
BYARS BROTHERS &












tank, gravel and dirt
hauling. Call 753-5706 or
753-5808.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
or night 442-7026.
A TO Z Construction
home building and
remodeling. Repairs of
all kinds. No job too big
or too small. Call 437-
9338.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior, Also dry wall




Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other' interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate



















IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimates.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field










exterior. Also dry wall














TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing heating and





TRICL4N and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating,









ficient service. No job






6471 after 4 p.m.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson.
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.




Bop Kemp, Lynn Grove,'







New building soon to be under construction, in
prime location with OFFICE and RETAIL space











(This alphabetized page wiN weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)
Hinman's Rentals
Mouse, garden, auto, sewer, power and concrete
and etc.
753-5703'
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I Deaths and Funerals 1
Virgil Borders Is
Dead At Age Of 58;
Funeral Is Tuesday
Virgil Borders died
Saturday at six a.m. at the
Veterans Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn. He was 58 years of age
and a resident of 812 East 14th
Street. Benton.
Mr. Borders was a member
of the Hamlet Baptist Church
and of T. L. Jefferson Masonic
Lodge No. 401 Free and
Accepted Masons.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Fanny Borders; three
sons. David and Leo Borders,
both of Murray, and Joe Don
Borders of Benton; three
sisters, Mrs. Thelma Nanney
and Mrs. Edith Henderson,
both of Benton Route One, and
Mrs. Shelia Collins, Benton
Route Eight; oAer brother,
Sherman Borders, Murray
Route Two; four grand-
children.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Bro. 0. D.
McKendree and Bro. Aubert
Rose officiating. Burial will
follow in the Union Hill
Cemetery.
Masonic services will be
held tonight 1Monday at eight
p.m. at the Collier Funeral





Mrs. Burie Paula ) Sinter of
103 South 12th Street, Murray,
died Sunday at four p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was 75 years of age.
The Murray woman was a
member of the University
Church of Christ. Born Aug. 3,
1902, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Red Ray and Nannie Swann
Ray.
Mrs. Suiter is survived by
her husband, Burie Sinter; six
daughters, Mrs. Robert
(Frances Carlton, Columbus,
Ohio, Mrs. Claude Nell(
Ramsey, Dearborn, Mich.,
Mrs. Gordon (Annie) Chester,
Benton, Mrs. Lois Gibson,
Garden City, Mich., Mrs. G. C.
(Sue Van Orman, Ann Arbor,
Mich., and Mrs. James
(Glenda Newsome, Murray;
two sons, Ray Suiter, Livonia,
Mich., and James &liter.
Murray; two sisters, Mrs.
Galen 1Lois I Myers, Murray
Route One, and Mrs. Melba
Potts. Paducah; one brother,
Ralph Ray, Murray: sixteen
grandchildren: nine great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at eleven a.m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the





brother-in-law of Mrs. Nor-
man Nettie Klapp of
Murray, died Friday in
Livonia, Mich. He was 68
years of age, a former
resident of Paducah, and a
member of St. Andrews
Episcopal Church in
Michigan.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Helen Bryan; one sister,
Mrs. Ruby Jones, Memphis,
Tenn.: three brothers. Charles
Bryan, Drayton Plains, Mich.,
Dr. John Bryan and Al Bryan,
Paducah.
Graveside services will be
held Tuesday at eleven a.m. at
. the Maplelawn Cemetery,
Paducah, with the Rev.
Clarence Hare officiating.
Frierats may call at the Roth
Funeral Home, Paducah,





Federal State Market News Service
Jew 10, 1171
Kantociry Perchers' Ares Hoe Market
Reports Include II Or 'tag Stetsons
ACT 057 FAT SOO Rorrows &
Olia=10 to 1 00 lower Sows uneven un-




US 24 301/1110. 
VS 3-4 316-71$63. 
SOWs
US 1-2 3211411/144. 
US 1 a 3.641111s. 
14 411$4.1141. 







pronounced dead at 7:03 p.n.
on Saturday at the Kerilake
Boat Dock by Marshall County
Coroner Jesse Collier.
Mr. Carroll, age 64, was
reportedly tieing up a boat at
the dock when he fell off the
boat about five p.m. Saturday,
according to Coroner Collier.
"Mr. Carroll, a resident of 502
Blair Street, Murray, had
undergone open heart surgery
several years ago and family
has requested an autopsy in
relation to his death," he
added.
The Murray man had been a
partner in the business of the
Carroll Tire Service, Murray,
for the past four years. He was
an Army veteran of World
War II and a member of the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. Born October 24, 1913,
in Calloway County, he was
the son of Mrs. Minnie Carroll,
who survives, and Walter H.
Carroll who died in 1958.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Modena Carroll,
Murray; mother, Mrs. Minnie
Carroll, 109 South 10th Street,
Murray; two daughters, Mrs.
Jimmy (Dorothy Dean)
Cochran, Murray Route Five,
and Mrs. Richard (Mary)
Lamb, Murray Route Seven;
one son, Franklin Carroll
Murray Route Seven; seven
grandchildren.
He is also survived by six
sisters, Mrs. Ed. ( Beatrice)
Tucker, Hardin, Mrs. Henry
C. Bute) Jones, Murray
Route lliree, Mrs. Ed ( Clovis)
Jones of Almo, Mrs. J. H.
( Luc dle ) Freeman, Roseville,
Met., Mrs. Manual (Mary)
Elkins, Lincoln Park, Mich.,




Circle. Murray, and Ted
Carroll, Taylor, Mich.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Glen Cope and the Rev. Dr. H.
C. Chiles officiating. Mrs. Otto
Erwin is organist.
Active pallbearers are Joe
Todd, Bobby Boyd, Dick Orr,
Ted Atkins, Charles D.
Johnson. and J. C. Kemp.
Honorary pallbearers are Dr.
Charles Merc'er, Lester
Garland. James (Jiggs)
Lassiter, Joe Emerson, Junior
Childress, Will D. Thornton,
Rainey Elkins, James H.
McKinney, W. A. Cun-
ningham, Darrell Mitchell,
Joe Dick, and Rob Gingles.




CAIRO, Egypt AP) — The
semi-official Egyptian
newspaper Al Ahram said the
Israeli cabinet's new refusal
to promise to give up the West
Bank of the Jordan River and
the Gaza Strip "represents a
rejection of the chances for
peace."
Prime Minister Menachem
Begin and his cabinet, after a
month's debate, adopted a
policy statement Sunday
which said that after five
years of the limited self-rule
Israel has promised the 1.1
million Palestinians in the two
territories, "the nature of
relations" between Israel,
Jordan and the territories
"will be considered and
agreed upon at the suggestion
of any of the parties."
Al Ahram said in an
editorial that the Israeli
statement was "marked by
evasiveness" and was "totally
silent" on the key issues of the
Palestinians and Israeli with-
drawal.
"Begin's stand not only
represents a rejection of the
chances of peace but also a
challenge to the American
position which declares ... that
Israel is asked to withdraw
from all fronts," Al Ahram
said.
Al Gomhurriyya, another
Cairo paper, said the Israeli
declaration was "deplorable"
and -adds a new link to the
series of intransigent stances
this government has adopted
against the peace efforts."
The Egyptian Foreign
Ministry said there would be
no immediate governnient
comment. But President
Anwar Sadat has never
modified his demand t3at
Israel withdraw
conditionally jrom all the
Arab territories it occupied in
the 1967 Arab-Israeli War.
A Palestine Liberation
Organization spokesman in
Beirut rejected the Israeli
declaration, saying the
Palestinians would "continue
the struggle ... to liberate our
homeland and set up our in-
dependent state."
The Israeli cabinet's 14-5
vote for the policy statement
was a victory for Begin, who
threatened to resign rather
than accept an outright
commitment to give up the
two territories taken from
Jordan and Egypt.
The statement in effect re-
jected an American proposal
that Israel agree to discuss the
"permanent status" of the
territories after the five-year'
period. The Carter ad-
ministration hoped this would
signify enough give by Begin
to get the Egyptians back to
the peace table. But Israeli
officials said this implied a
commitment to decide the
sovereignty of the two
territories, and Begin
contended such an advance
commitment would un-
dermine Israel's position in
the future negetations.
Mayors Feel lint Of
Taxpayers' Revolt
ATLANTA AP, — The
country's mayors are asking
themselves why they are









Michael Bilandic said Sunday.
As the U.S. Conference of
Mayors annual convention
here attacked a mounting tax
crisis sparked by California's
passage of Proposition 13,
Bilandic complained that
states are building up
"irresponsible" surpluses and
the federal government has
been running a deficit for over
a century.
"Yet the only governments




Fraser, Carlisle Co., has been
elected to serve as chairman
of the Purchase Area
Development District Crime
Council during the 1978-79
fiscal year.
New officers were an-
nounced during the Annual
Crime Council meeting at
Kentucky Dam Village
recently.
Also elected to serve as








The Crime Council is





A special program on
Christ In America" will be
held by the Church of Jesus
Christ of the Latter Day Saints
on Thursday, June 22, at 7:30
p.m. in Room 200 of Roy
Stewart stadium, Murray
State University:
The student association of
the church will be in charge of
the program. An open house
will be held 'along With the
program.
The public is invited to
attend this special program
and open house, according to
Doug Katzenberger and Brian
Branson. local missionaries




During the past twelve
months, through the efforts of
the Council nearly 8275,000 in
Law Enforecment Assistance
Administration, state, and
local funds were awarded to
the Purchase area for in-
dividual crime prevention and
juvenile programs.
Charged with the respon-
sibility for strengthening the
local justice system, the
Council has implemented
many projects to impact the
crime rate in this region.
Included in these projects
have been jail renovations,
support staff to Juvenile
Courts, Crime Prevention
Units, acquiring equipment
for city and county law en-
forecment personnel, Child




Prior ci stock of Imel interest at
noon, EDT, today, Arwigked to the
Ledger & Times by Fist d Midis= .
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303: 17 41.1 Service, a charter
smA, flight operation in Louisville,
 RAO-% for the two days."
44
trt-%
Details as to the times andPati2. +
. . .....rtu places of the nine news con-
MR, tor ferences will be announced
their fiscal responsibility are
local governments, the only
unit which is truly responsive




California's Proposition 13, is
that local government relies
heavily on the property tax.
The property tax hits the
average citizen in a par-
ticularly sensitive spot of the
American dream — home
ownership — and it is set
locally, the level most ac-
cessible to quick and tangible
redress.
"People told us they were
voting for Proposition 13
because it was the only way
they had to strike at the state
and federal governments,"
said Mayor Arnold Rue of
Stockton, Calif.
Mayor David Vann of
Birmingham, Ala., said the
voters really were lashing out
at inflation.
An Associated Press-NBC
news poll showed inflation was
the No. 1 concern of the 1,600
people interviewed by
telephone last Monday and
Tuesday. Thirty-seven per-
cent cited it as the biggest
problem and 47 percent said
inflator has cut their stan-
dard of living.
But it is local government in
California which is going to
lose 57 percent of its property
tax income, which averages 25
percent of its total revenues.
Carroll Hubbard
News Conferences
Set July 6, 7
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
U.S. Congressman Carroll
Hubbard of Mayfield will host
nine news conferences across
Kentucky July 6 and 7.
Hubbard will meet with
media reporters July 6 at
Covington, I.exingtpn,
Louisville, Owensboro %nd
Paducah. The First District
Congressman will then visit
Bowling Green, Williamsburg,
Prestonsburg and Ashland the
following day.
Hubbard's 41st birthday is
July 7 and several former
classmates of his in the 1955
class of Ashland High School
will join Hubbard, his wife and
two daughters for a birthday
dinner that night in Ashland
When asked how he would
travel to the nine cities,






The Rev. Thomas E.
Adams, son of Mrs. Gussie
Adams and the late Ed Adams
of Murray, has been appointed
a District Superintendent of
Baptist Churches in Northeast
Illinois with his office in Elgin,
Ill'
Rev. Adams has been
serving as pastor of the First
Baptist Church, Des Plaines,
Ill. He is married to tne ior-
mer Romelia Hooks of
Rev. Thomas E. Adams
Princeton who is director of
the learning center at Demp-
ster Junior High School, Mt.
Prospect, Ill.
They have four children.
Nevin was recently graduated
with highest honors from
DePaul University, Chicago,
Ill., and has accepted a
position with the Northern
Bank and Trust Company.
Chicago, Ill. Nathan was
recently named Scholar
Athlete of the year at Judson
College, Elgin, Ill., and in
addition to being an out-
standing basketball player
had a perfect academic
standing. Another son, Carey,
Is a freshman in high school,
and a daughter, Alita, is in the





Live Oak High School of
Morgan Hill, Ca., was the
winner of the third annual
Marching Band of America
Grand National Championship
held Saturday night in
Whitewater. Wis.
The championship was won
by the Murray High School
band in 1977 with Live Oak
placing second last year.
A Murray High band official
said the local band • 'chose not
to compete this year because
of the tremendous expense
involved. considering the fact
that we had attended the
Orange Bowl in Miami and the
Mid-West band clinic in
Chicago.
"The Marching Bands of
America contest was also
rescheduled two weeks later
into the summer this year,"
the MHS band officials said
"which conflicted with many
schedules for summer school
and summer activities."
Taking second place in this
year's contest were Hayworth
High School, Kokomo, Ind.
Others in the top five in the
order of their finish were
Conant High School, Hoffman
Estates, Ill.; Bridgeport.
Mich., High School; and
George Rogers Clark High
School of Winchester, Ky.
KSP Crime
Labs Refunded
The Kentucky State Police
have received an agreed order
from the federal Law En-
forcement Assistance Ad-
ministration restoring nearly
895,000 in funds for the Ken-
tucky State Police crime labt
around the state, Justice
Secretary John L. Smith has
announced.
Smith said the restoration of
federal funds for the crime
labs follows a Franklin Circuit
Court ruling that the state
police height requirements
not discriminatory, as had
been ruled by the Kentucky
Human Rights Commission.
The funds were suspended
by the administration last
year following the Human
Rights Commission's ruling.
Smith said he is pleased to
have the funding back because
-the crime labs serve a
valuable and very important
function in the. Kentucky
.crirrunal Justice sYstent'•
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Supreme Court To Consider
Proof Of Discrimination Bias
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court agreed today
to judge the validity of a court
order forcing Los Angeles
County's fire department to
accelerate its hiring of blacks
and Mexican-Americans.
In a case with great
potential impact on the
minority civil rights
movement nationwide, the
justices said they will consider
what proof of bias Is needed in
many job-discrimination
lawsuits.
A group of blacks and
Mexican-Americans who had
applied unsuccessfully for
county fire department jobs
sued the county in 1973.
Their lawsuit charged that





Stan Glassman and Fr.
Stanley Bezuszka two
nationally-known educators
will be conducting workshops




teachers enters its second




Ideas, Inc., Hauppauge, N. Y.,
will conduct a workshop
Tuesday from 8 until 11:30
a.m. dealing with
manipulative mathematics
kits and the use of concrete
materials in teaching
mathematical concepts and
computational skills. The kits
he will demonstrate are
correlated to popular texbook
series.
Bezuszka, director of the
Church School
Planned Here
The First United Methodist
Church will hold its annual
Vacation Church School
starting Monday, June 26, and
continuing through Friday,
June 30, according to Judy
Stahler, director, and Ruth
Ann McLemore, assistant
director.
Classes for ages three to five
years and from grades one
though six will be held from
nine to 11:30 a.rn each mor-
ning. On Monday the students
will go directly to the
classrooms, but from Tuesday
through Friday the group will
assemble at the front door of
chapel.
"We Hear God's Word will
be the theme of the study.
Teachers will include Lashlee
Foster, Vickie Baker, Janie




Ruetta Turner, Mary Lou
Lassiter. Pat Page, Renee
Wynn, and Rev. Robert




Kay Gupton, and Ann Watson.
The school will close the
program with a picnic at the
City-County Park on Friday
June 30 from 11:30 a.m. to one
p.m.
Buses will be available for
transportation and persons







Boston College, will conduct a
seminar on inquiry teaching
strategies Wednesday. He also
will present a session at 7:30
p.m. that evening for any
mathematics and science
teacher or educatiors in the
area wishing to attend. A
reception will follow in the
ISMEP Resource Center in
Mason Hall.
Bezuszka has been in-
terested in programs for
teachers since 1958 and has
directed or participated in
numerous academise_ged
seminars, most recently in
Ireland, Jamaica and Guam.




professor of science education
at the University of Birginia,
Charlottesville, will be the
final visiting lecturer to ap-
pear, conducting a seminar of
June 26 introducting inquiry
programs in science and
mathematics to the institutt
participants. Thirty
elementary teachers, selected
from with in a 100-miletradias
of the campus have, are in-




Cuban President Fidel Castro
says President Carter is an
honest man, but national
security adviser Zbigniew
Brzezinski "is irresponsible,
adventuristic and he is a liar."
Castro said he has a "good
opinion of Carter" and does
not doubt "Carter's
seriousness, his personal
honesty and his intellectual
capacity."
The Cuban leader spoke in
an ABC News television in-
terview with Barbara
Walters, broadcast Sunday.
Castro described Carter as
"the only president in the last
20 years to have made some
positive gestures toward us"
and said he would like to see
him re-elected in 1980.
But when referring to
Brzezinski, Castro said:
"These four things — he is a
man with a lot of prejudice in
my opinion. He is a man who
does not master international
problems. He ignores the
realities of today's world and




It's almost impossible to live without stress. Job pressures,
family problems, money worries, these are just some of
the stress-causing events that can leave you "all-
wound-up in knots".
In itself stress is not necessarily bad and if used
properly it can help you accomplish more. But
too much stress or chronic overstress can lead
to health problems, like hypertension. ulcers.
rheumatoid arthritis and even heart disease
That's why it's important to learn to
help control stress. One of the best ways
is simply to set aside some time every
day to relax. By learning to relax, ydu
learn to relieve unnecessary stress..
It'll help you be happier and healthier4
Staying healthy is the best kind of
health care -- and the least expensive.
You can help by taking care of yourself
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield and
Delta Dental of Kentucky we're
concerned about rising health care
costs That's why we're working with
constinivrs, dentists, physicians an‘i
hospitals to find ways to hold costs doikrt
d. 'Write, kir infortraitlna• on *moll,' • -•
II ing in quality health care prepay
rnent plans For a free booklet on
Stress (limit one) write On "Strata
Booklet" at the following address
.! Blue Cross and Blue Shield
1 and Delta Dental of Kentucky, 9901 I.inn
Station Road, LoulSville. KY 40223.
We want you to stay healthy.
I.
had a disproportionate ad-
verse effect on minorities — a
higher percentage of blacks
and Mexican-Americans
failed the tests.
U.S. District Judge William
P. Gray ruled that because the
tests were not job-related,
their use was a form of
discrimination.
He ordered that as a
remedy, 20 percent of the fired
department's new employees
would have to be black and 20
percent would have to be
Mexican-Americans.
The fire department has
been abiding by that order,
which was upheld by the 9th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
in late 1977.
In other actions today, the
Supreme Court:
—Let stand a lower court's
ruling that a group of anti-war
activists known as the
"Gainesville 8" may sue a
federal prosecutor on charges
he lied to a grand jury when he
said under oath that there
were no government in-
formants in their group.
—Agreed to review Penn-
sylvania's laws granting
parents and guardians the
rigbt to commit children to
-401ital institutions at the
same time it reviews similar
laws in Georgia.
—Refused to order a federal
judge in Illinois to rule on the
validity of a state law that
seals records in nearly all
adoption cases. .
—Declined to involve itself
in an attempt by a white
Georgia couple to adopt a
black child they had raised for.,
2 Li'yeara. t
Gray's original order noted
that while blacks and '
Mexican-Americans com:.
prised a substantial part of the
Los Angeles County
population, their presence on
the fire department was about
3 percent.
Neither Gray nor the ap-








— The Vietnamese govern-
ment says it will give China_
three months to evacuate
ethnic Chinese who want to
leave Vietnam and is opening
a third port to Chinese
repatriation ships.
Radio Hanoi broadcast the
contents of a diplomatic note it
said was delivered to Peking
outlining regulations for the
repatriition of ethnic Chiming
families, some of which hallo'
lived in Vietnam for
generations.
China claims more than
100,000 Chinese have been
expelled from Vietnam or -
have left to escape per-
secution in recent months.
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